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_ Domenico Quaranta

I am an artist and a game designer. I’ve been working
for 15 years trying to interface those two worlds.[1]
The book you hold in your hands came about as an attempt
to respond to some very obvious, and some not so obvious,
needs. The first need is related to the nature of its
contents. How to Play Eddo Stern revolves around a body of
seventeen works made by Stern along the last two decades
which, although developed using different media, can all be
viewed as “games”. Whatever their final output, each can be
seen as a complex multimedia project. Each of them
involves a variety of practices: sketching, drawing,
painting, moldmaking, casting, 3d modeling, coding,
printing, soldering, scanning, post producing, and
material research. Sometimes even cooking. At times, the
results of this creative process that may take months, or
years, converge in the final output, be it a computer game,
a board game, an installation, a performance or a
theatrical event. Drawings, paintings and watercolors can
be scanned and turned into textures within a 3D
environment, or can be printed onto cards and tutorials in
an analogue game. Sculptures, objects, gears and props can
be put on show or used as part of an interactive
installation. At times, they don’t. Along its eight year
long development process, Eddo Stern’s Darkgame - a
sensory deprivation game that challenges the primacy of
vision in most gaming experiences - opened up a lot of
lines of research, and required a trial and error approach
whose outputs didn’t end up in the final layout of any of
the four versions of the game.
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Are the bits and pieces that make up the folders of
Stern’s game projects - 3D models, texture maps and
atlases, backdrops, animation frame sequences, code
snippets, circuit diagrams, as well as emails, design
documents, meeting notes, and installation diagrams somehow meaningful? Are they interesting per se? Do they in their unassembled, out-of-context form - maintain
visual beauty and poetic truth? Does sharing them
contribute to a better understanding of the projects they
are part of?
We think so. And we think a book is still one of the best
ways to order, archive and share this kind of content.
That’s why How to Play Eddo Stern combines the form of a
catalogue with that of a making of. The works featured in
the book are both documented in their final form and in the
process of their own making, through the ephemera they
produced on their way.
Photographic documentation also helps to account for works
that, being playable, are processual and performative.
Sometimes, the process produces leftovers that won’t be
presented in the next installation of the work. It’s the
case of Money Making Workshop, a board game based on
Monopoly that translates the dynamics and ethics of
capitalism into game mechanics. Part of the game consists
of crafting golden ingots using golden paper and scissors.
Documentation is also important to understand other works
whose nature is more performative. You can’t understand
Tekken Torture Tournament - a performance in which
participants are wired into a custom fighting system that
converts virtual on-screen damage into electric shocks without seeing the excitement and pain in the eyes of the
participants - without smelling the sweat and hearing the
cries.
Another, pretty obvious, need is related to the nature of
its author. Eddo Stern is an artist and game designer.
Yet, unlike what often happens with other artists who are
simultaneously active in the field of contemporary art and
in a professional field of some sort, in his practice these
two identities have not given rise to a split career.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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Stern is an artist whose works can often be understood and
played as games, and a game designer whose games can
always be understood as art. He makes games that challenge
the art world to accept games as a legitimate art form in
the field of visual arts; and he makes artworks that
challenge the gaming industry to reconsider its own
objectives and modes of production. In his work, Eddo
Stern explores and questions the blurry borderline between
the virtual and the real, physical existence and
electronic simulation. In the late Nineties, along with a
few other creators, he pioneered an experimental form of
film making that would come to be known as machinima,
turning the recording of his gameplay into linear
narratives. Along the last two decades, he worked with
performance, installation, video and kinetic sculpture,
investigating violence, personal and collective memory,
imaginaries and narratives produced by mass culture,
fantasy and science fiction. There is a strong, cohesive
poetics that binds his visual, sculptural, narrative works
and his game projects. Unsurprisingly, these works are
often presented together, either in the field of
contemporary art or in the field of experimental game
design, in museum exhibitions and indie game festivals
like IndieCade.
An artist who is challenging and expanding the notion of
art, and a game designer who is reinventing the notion of
gaming, Eddo Stern naturally has a role in education too.
In 2008, he helped establish the UCLA Game Lab, at the
University of California, Los Angeles. As the Game Lab
clarifies in its mission statement:
The UCLA Game Lab differs from more traditional game
development contexts through an emphasis on conceptual
risk-taking and development of new modes of expression
and form through gaming. The lab supports projects
that will establish new paradigms for gaming that
emphasize the self-reliance and personal expression of
the gaming artist.[2]
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Or, in Eddo’s words: “What I teach is experimentation and
skepticism of the status quo, skepticism of the mainstream
industry and what it has already produced.” [3] By
revealing his toolbox, How to Play Eddo Stern follows an
educational agenda, too: aiming to share his process with
a larger pool of artists and game designers, with the hope
that his unique approach will further impact the discourse
around both art and games.
Finally, How to Play Eddo Stern is also, and very visibly,
a collection of game manuals. For each work in the book,
we publish a detailed “how to play”. On the one hand, we
intend the game manual as another form of archiving and
sharing the artworks in their processual form. On the
other hand, the “how to play” is also a way to emphasize
the “game” nature of these artworks. To insist on what
they have in common, beyond their material differences.
This emphasis may look redundant, but it isn’t. In the art
world, playing is still an unfamiliar way of experiencing
an artwork. Participative and interactive art have made
their way through galleries and museums, but the kind of
involvement and immersion required by a gaming experience
is still something hard to achieve in a place where most
of the works have to be looked at from a distance, under
the skeptical gaze of other spectators, and the worried
looks of museum guards or gallery assistants. Moreover,
playing is still perceived as belonging to lowbrow
entertainment, not high art. Not to mention the
functionality of the game, intended as a system that has
to work and bring you through an experience to an end. As
Stern explains:
It can sometimes be very hard to reconcile conceptual
art and aesthetics with (technological) systems that
have to work in any kind of interactive projects. Once
you introduce users or players into these systems,
they really ‘threaten’ the integrity of these systems
and can make both behave unexpectedly. There’s a
certain kind of paranoia that game designers have and
they’re often very controlling. We want to make sure
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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that this system (of the game) holds together once we
let go of it.[4]
It would be easy to discuss Tekken Torture Tournament and
Cockfight Arena in the frame of performance art, to label
Waco Resurrection and Darkgame as interactive
installations, to understand Wizard Takes All as a
theatrical event, to frame Money Making Workshop, Crumb
Lord or 1000 Plateaus as relational aesthetics. It would
make them more comfortable and reassuring for a visual
arts audience. But it is as games that they, together with
other seminal works of contemporary art, are slowly but
inevitably expanding our notion of art, changing our
understanding of what art is and should be. The best way
to understand them is to play them: fighting like a cock in
Cockfight Arena, becoming David Koresh in Waco Resurrection
and Tom Cruise in Cruise Control, making Jem Stern rich in
Goldenstern, overcoming your own limitations in Darkgame,
your ethical beliefs in Money Making Workshop, and your
fear of pain in Tekken Torture Tournament.
What else? Press play, and enjoy.

Notes
[1] Eddo Stern, “Recent Projects”,
in NMC | Media-N, July 9, 2014.
Online at
http://median.newmediacaucus.org
/caa-edition/recent-projects/.
[2] The UCLA Game Lab Mission,
online at
http://games.ucla.edu/about/
(checked May 5, 2017).
[3] Mike Fricano, “UCLA professor
creates video games that redefine
art”, in UCLA Newsroom, January
26, 2016. Online at
http://newsroom.ucla.edu/stories
/ucla-professor-creates-videogames-that-redefine-art.
[4] Eddo Stern, “Recent Projects”,
2014, cit.
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Radar, Envisioner, Artist
Two Or Three Things I Know About Eddo Stern
_ Matteo Bittanti

In this short article, I will advance three theses. First,
that Eddo Stern is a radar, an early warning system, as
defined by Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan.
Second, that Stern exemplifies most – if not all – the
traits of the envisioner described by media philosopher
Vilém Flusser. Lastly, that Eddo Stern is an artist.
In the first sense, Stern is a messenger, capable of
grasping the true meaning of technology (specifically, the
medium of the video game) decades before its real
transformative power has profoundly affected the world. In
the second sense, Stern is an envisioner, an agent of
change operating in a dialogical society where technical
images are produced, shared, and exchanged at the speed of
light. In the third sense – a corollary – Stern is an
artist, i.e. both a radar and an envisioner. His works are
revolutionary in a non-spectacular way. They warn us about
the effects of technology on our sensorium by opening up
unexpected possibilities, new scenarios, and alternative
realities. By reconfiguring the meaning of play, they force
us to rethink the function (and fiction) of art. [1]
1. Eddo Stern, Radar
Marshall McLuhan’s definition of art is strictly connected
to the media sphere. His theories dramatically expand the
notion that art is directly affected, if not shaped, by
technical transformations, as previously suggested by
Walter Benjamin (1936).[2] In his seminal book
Understanding Media. The Extensions of Man (1964), [3] the
Canadian theorist argues that “artists in various fields
are always the first to discover how to enable one medium
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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to use or to release the power of another.” (p.54)
The role of the artists is to teach new modes of
perception, adequate to the technologies. They see better.
In fact, they can identify “the message of cultural and
technological challenge decades before its transforming
impact occurs.” (p.75) As harbingers of social innovation,
artists are creative agents:
It is the artist’s job to try to dislocate older media
into postures that permit attention to the new. To
this end, the artist must ever play and experiment
with new means of arranging experience, even though
the majority of his audience may prefer to remain fixed
in their old perceptual attitudes. (p.254)
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The artist inhabits different temporalities at once. (S)he
is simultaneously embedded in the present and able to
glimpse into the future. Quoting Wyndham Lewis, McLuhan
argues that “the artist is always engaged in writing a
detailed history of the future because he is the only
person aware of the nature of the present.” (ibidem)
Moreover, “only the dedicated artist seems to have the
power for encountering the present actuality.” (p.70)
Whereas most people, i.e. “non–artists”, are unaware of
the true impact of technology and “look at the present
through the spectacles of the preceding age” (p.244) with
their eyes glued to the rearview mirror, the artist
“grasps the implications of his actions and of new
knowledge in his own time. He is the man of integral
awareness.” According to McLuhan, this peculiar awareness
has a primarily social rather than aesthetic function,
because the artist operates as an “early warning system,”
(p.65), that is, a radar alerting the masses of the
upcoming shifts in society:
The power of the arts to anticipate future social and
technological developments, by a generation and more,
has long been recognized. In this century Ezra Pound
called the artist “the antennae of the race.” Art as
radar acts as “an early alarm system,” as it were,
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enabling us to discover social and psychic targets in
lots of time to prepare to cope with them. This
concept of the arts as prophetic, contrasts with the
popular idea of them as mere self–expression. If art
is an “early warning system,” to use the phrase from
World War II, when radar was new, art has the utmost
relevance not only to media study but to the
development of media controls. (XI)
The implications are significant. As McLuhan suggests,
Art as a radar environment takes on the function of
indispensable perceptual training rather than the role
of a privileged diet for the elite. While the arts as
radar feedback provide a dynamic and changing
corporate image, their purpose may be not to enable us
to change but rather to maintain an even course toward
permanent goals, even amidst the most disrupting
innovations. We have already discovered the futility
of changing our goals as often as we change our
technologies. (p.16, emphasis added)
Moreover, McLuhan argues that art and games share several
traits: they are both immersive and engaging (“the old
magic of total involvement”, p.237); they introduce a new
kind of ritual, and need “rules, conventions, and
spectators.” (p.240). Indeed,
[Games] are collective and popular art forms with
strict conventions. (p.237)
Art and games enable us to stand aside from the
material pressures of routine and convention,
observing and questioning. Games as popular art forms
offer to all an immediate means of participation in the
full life of a society, such as no single role or job
can offer to any man. (p.238)
Games are the only form of art accessible to many
minds. (p.241)
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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Eddo Stern turns games into playful art. His works invite
the viewer/participant to look beyond the façade of
electronic amusement. In doing so, he brings forth the
social interactions enacted by play:
A work of art has no existence or function apart from
its effects on human observers. And art, like games or
popular arts, and like media of communication, has the
power to impose its own assumptions by setting the
human community into new relationships and postures.
(p.242)
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This idea is explored in McLuhan’s subsequent book, War
and Peace in the Global Village (1968),[4] where he argues
that games operate “as a sort of capsule or live paradigm
of any society” (p.169), adding that they “involve the
sensory life of a society in a mocking and fictitious way.
To simulate one situation by means of another one, to turn
the whole working environment into a small model, is a
means of perception and control by means of public
ritual.” (pp.168–169) McLuhan reminds us that the audience
is always “indispensable for any game”, because “the
greatest contest in the world in which only the players
are present would have no game character whatever.”
(ibidem) This is true of several works by Stern. Consider,
for instance Tekken Torture Tournament (2001),[5] which
turns McLuhan’s “electric man” into “electrocuted man” –
as if machine–induced shocks were necessary to awaken
users from their technologically–induced torpor – or
Cockfight Arena (2001) – in which audience members don
custom–made wireless game controllers with full sized
wings and feathered helmets, stepping into the arena to
take part in a brutal contest, i.e. the neoliberal world
we inhabit today.[6] Both Tekken Torture Tournament and
Cockfight Arena are neo-tribalistic, immersive, and
spectacular rituals. In fact, “Games are dramatic models
of our psychological lives providing release of particular
tensions.” (p.237)
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2. Eddo Stern, Envisioner
In his seminal book Into the World of Technical Images
(1985), [7] the second chapter in a trilogy including
Towards a Philosophy of Photography (1983) and Does
Writing Have a Future? (1987), Flusser describes the
emergence of a utopian society where automation and
technological innovation have liberated men from the
obligation to work. In this brave new world, a novel kind
of men called envisioners can synthesize images - i.e. new
information - through apparatuses (machines) such as
computers. Their images are to be shared constantly via
digital networks. Envisioners are also players, as they
use images to engage in a playful, creative, and engaging
conversation with others. Flusser calls them homines
ludentes. According to the media theorist:
Such a society, in dialogue through images, would be a
society of artists. It would dialogically envision, in
images, situations that have never been seen and could
not be predicted. It would be a society of players who
would constantly generate new relationships by playing
off moves against countermoves, a society of Homines
ludentes in which inconceivable possibilities would
open to human existence. But that is not all. As a
result of this creative play and counterplay, a
consensus would arise, allowing society to program the
apparatuses by means of images. Apparatuses would then
serve this broadly human intention, which is to say,
to release people from work and free them for play
with other people in a way that constantly generates
new information and new adventures. I believe this is
the utopia that engages the unspectacular
revolutionaries. (pp.85–86)
Stern has spent his entire life playing with technical
images and sharing his work online. He has appropriated,
subverted, and reinvented video games, working against the
apparatus to create and disseminate new information in the
form of counterplay. He exemplifies the kind of
“systematic, conscious creativity” that “really begins
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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with telematics” (p.101). Peter Krapp[8] reminds us that
the difference between an artist and a gamer is that the
latter plays games and the former plays with (or against)
games. This is especially true of Stern’s practice as a
machinima creator. By manipulating scenes, situations, and
characters from popular video games and turning them into
assets for algorithmic films, he has invented a new genre
of video art.[9] Works like Landlord Vigilante (2006),
Sheik Attack (2000) or Vietnam Romance (2003) are
radically different from the vast majority of machinima–as–
fandom currently choking the internet. The latter are just
forms of entertainment or, rather, user-generated
marketing. Stern’s practice is something else altogether.
As an auteur, he fully embodies the persona of the “non
spectacular revolutionary”. As Flusser writes,
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Today’s revolutionaries are not Kaddaffis or Meinhofs
but rather the inventors of technical images. Niépce,
Lumière, the numberless and nameless inventors of
computer technology, these are the ones who have
brought the new social forms about. (p.63)[10]
Flusser calls this new generation of practitioners “non
spectacular” to distinguish them from mere entertainers,
the TEDtalks con men, and the “Art of the deal” salesmen.
Specifically,
[T]hose who count as revolutionaries are really
entertainers. They are spectacular, and the spectacle
they present assists the images in dispersing us more
and more effectively. The true revolutionaries, on the
other hand, do not appear in the images. But that does
not necessarily mean that they are inaccessible to the
scattered society. It is true that they can’t be seen
in the images, but we can see them by looking through
the images. For although the revolutionaries don’t show
themselves in the images, they appear in the manner in
which the images show themselves. Revolutionaries can
manipulate the images so that people begin to glimpse the
possibility of using these images to initiate previously
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unimaginable interpersonal relationships, that the images
could be used for dialogue, the exchange of information,
and the fabrication of new information. (pp.66–67)
This tendency is all but manifest in several works by
Stern that are simultaneously political and polemical,
including the constantly evolving Vietnam Romance
multimedia project, interactive experiences like Still
Life with Putin (2014) and Waco Resurrection (2003-2004),
and the sculptural Fort Paladin (2003), among others.
Stern does not appear in the images he produces. However,
his personal vision, aesthetics and intentions are clearly
visible through his images. In doing so, he introduces
alternative situations, narratives, and conditions. He
uses keys to invent other worlds. As Flusser reminds us,
“envisioners press buttons to inform, in the strictest
sense of that word, namely, to make something improbable
out of possibilities.” (p.37) While most commercial
videogames produce redundant images and useless
information, Stern’s artworks force the receiver to
reevaluate her understanding of the contingent. He
achieves this goal by working against the apparatus,
rather than playing the role of a mere functionary (user).
He creates his own programs, rather than being programmed
by the machine. After all, “image–making mechanisms were
invented, namely, to produce improbable, informative
situations to consolidate invisible possibilities into
visible improbabilities.” (p.18) An envisioner, according
to Flusser, is someone who tries “to turn an automatic
apparatus against its own condition of being automatic.”
(p.19) In his transformation, manipulation, and ultimately
disruption of video game apparatuses, Stern is able “to
preserve human judgment over the machine.” (ibidem)
Whereas most people use technology in a lazy,
unimaginative way, envisioners are able to identify both
its essence and potential uses. Flusser warns that the
“silly twiddling” with new technological gadgets – e.g.
meme–making, gif addiction, the selfie obsession, vacuous
tweeting – cannot be confused with the activities of “non
spectacular revolutionaries”.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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In fact,
The silly twiddling with these devices, however, also
shows that it is possible to miss the deadline. For
the way telematic gadgets are used now, to produce
empty chatter and twaddle on a global scale, a flood of
banal technical images, definitively cements in place
all the gaps between isolated, distracted, key–
pressing human beings. Soon there will be nothing more
we can say to one another, so now is the moment to
talk it over. (p.86)
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Users of gadgets are programmed to distract
themselves. Distraction is the contract between images
and people. Therefore people use telematic gadgets to
distract themselves. This use contradicts the gadgets'
inherent technical construction, and only by being
used in this way do they become gadgets. If the
potential of these telematic resources were to become
clear, they could become powerful tools to oppose the
discursive society. The reason this hasn't happened
yet is that the general agreement favors dispersal and
puts assembly at a disadvantage. The unspectacular
revolutionaries mentioned earlier are trying to show
people that telematic resources could support a
general discussion of the current state of separation.
The “unspectacular revolutionaries” are convinced that
telematic devices will, as a result of the way they
are organized, shatter the present consensus and build
a new, dialogic one. (p.85–86)
Unlike the user of gadgets, the envisioner is, first and
foremost, an artist. His main goal is to create and share
new technical images:
Images that can be telematically manipulated could
give rise to an art that is still inconceivable, a
pictorial dialogue infinitely richer than linear,
historical dialogue could ever have been. Such a
society, in dialogue through images, would be a
society of artists. (p.85)
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3. Conclusion
As both radar and envisioner, Stern exemplifies a new kind
of artist who uses technology – specifically game tech, both
digital and analog – to create new scenarios,
possibilities, and situations. His playful artworks
question our assumptions about human relationships, society
at large, or even what it means to be alive, to see, and to
feel. In Stern’s world, videogames and gaming culture as a
whole become a site of contestation, resistance and
counterplay. He creates artworks that function both as a
warning and a prophecy, as a reflection of the contemporary
moment and a projection of things to come. “Art is not just
play but an extension of human awareness in contrived and
conventional patterns.” (p.241), wrote McLuhan in
Understanding Media. As a playful endeavor, art becomes a
way of understanding the world. Moreover, in Through the
Vanishing Point,[11] McLuhan adds that “art ceases to be a
form of self–expression in the electric age. Indeed, it
becomes a necessary kind of research and probing.” (XXIV,
emphasis added) As a researcher – he has been teaching at
UCLA since 2008, where it is safe to say that he
established his own field of studies – Stern has redefined
the purpose of art, rearranging its rules and conventions.
His works are both experimental and visionary. If “art,
like games, is a translator of experience”,[12] then Stern
is the ultimate interpreter.

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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[1] Stern’s own history demands such
comparisons. In the 1990s, Stern
studied as UC Santa Cruz, where
he took a course taught by Donna
Haraway that combined political
and technoscientific literacy
with an artistic sensibility
that was unknown in the
traditionally siloed academic
departments. Stern studied
philosophy, math and computer
science before exploring the
artistic field at the California
Institute of the Arts in
Valencia, California. He is
fluent in science and
engineering, humanities and
social sciences, art and
cultural studies.
[2] Benjamin, Walter. “The Work of
Art in the Age of Its
Technological Reproducibility.”
in Jennings, Michael W.,
Doherty, Brigid and Levin,
Thomas Y. (Eds.) The Work of Art
in the Age of its Technological
Reproducibility, and Other
Writings on Media, Cambridge,
Massachusetts: The Belknap Press
of Harvard University Press.
[3] McLuhan, Marshall. Understanding
Media. The Extensions of Man.
New York: McGraw–Hill, 1964.
[4] McLuhan, Marshall. War and Peace
in the Global Village.
Coordinated by J. Agel. New
York, London, Toronto: Bantam
Books, 1968.
[5] Developed by C-Level, Tekken
Torture Tournament exemplifies
the participatory artwork
loathed by Claire Bishop (2012),
among others, as it requires the
willing involvement of viewers,
who perform the virtual fight and
accept to be physically punished
as they fail. The viewing
experience is modeled after

professional videogame
competitions, with the two
players handling the controllers
and a cheering audience that
watches both the performers and
the result of their actions on a
giant screen. Spectators can
vicariously experience the
excitement and pain of delegated
combat. As the video
documentation shows, the
atmosphere is noisy, chaotic, and
intense, profoundly different
from the austere, restrained,
detached situation of the
typical White Cube setting.
[6] The artwork obviously alludes to
Clifford Geertz’s seminal essay
“Deep Play: Notes on the
Balinese Cockfight” (1972), which
argues that through this
ritualistic (and illegal) event,
the Balinese comment on
themselves, as the cockfight
symbolically illustrates the
network of social relationships
governing their lives.
[7] Flusser, Vilém. Into the
Universe of Technical Images.
Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2011 [1985].
[8] Krapp, Peter. Noise Channels:
Glitch and Error in Digital
Culture. Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 2011.
[9] Cf. Bittanti, Matteo. Machinima.
Dal videogioco alla videoarte.
Milan: Mimesis, 2017.
[10]As for the “revolutionary”
nature of this practice, Flusser
clarifies that we live in “post–
ideological times”, because true
revolutions are always
technical. Consider this
passage: “The present cultural
revolution is technical, not
ideological. Therefore inherited
political categories such as
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‘liberal’ and ‘socialist,’
‘conservative’ and
‘progressive;’ no longer apply.
That may confound critics. But
really effective revolutions have
always been technical.” (p.62)
This does not mean however, that
ideology completely disappears
in the process. Ideology always
remains visible. It is, however,
subsumed under the umbrella of
computation. A new generation of
artists use their fingers to
create new improbable situations
that illuminate the present

condition. “The current cultural
revolution can be viewed as a
transfer of existence to the
fingertips. Work (hand), ideology
(eye), and narrative (finger)
will be subordinated to
programmed computation.” (p.28)
[11]McLuhan, Marshall and Harley
Parker, Through the Vanishing
Point: Space in Poetry and
Painting. New York: Harper and
Row; London: Evanston, 1968.
[12] McLuhan, Marshall. Understanding
Media. The Extensions of Man.
Cit., p.241.
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TEKKEN TORTURE
TOURNAMENT
http://eddostern.com/works/tekken-torture-tournament/

2001

Eddo Stern, Mark Allen
ABOUT
Game performance, custom hardware

“I am aware that my participation in the Tekken
Torture Tournament is a hazardous activity, and I
am voluntarily participating in this activity
with knowledge of the danger involved and hereby
agree to accept any and all risks of property
damage, personal injury, or death.” These are the
opening lines of the release form you have to
sign to play Tekken Torture Tournament, a game
performance premiered by Eddo Stern and Mark
Allen at C-Level, Los Angeles. C-Level was an
artist run space founded by a group of graduate
students, most of them from the Integrated Media
Program at CalArts. After starting out as a
shared workspace, C-level eventually evolved into
a public space which produced and hosted events,
and soon after become well known as a gaming lab,
thanks to projects like Tekken Torture
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Tournament, Cockfight Arena and Waco Resurrection.
In Tekken Torture Tournament, willing
participants are wired into a custom fighting
system – a modified Playstation running Tekken 3 which converts virtual on-screen damage into
bracing, non-lethal, electric shocks. Back in
2001, Tekken 3 was the most popular fighting game
for the Sony Playstation. By inviting players to
wear arm straps wired to the game, the artists
inflict real pain upon them any time the game
characters on screen are hurt. The work is an
experimental test ground on the relationship, and
distance, between simulation and reality.
Violence in videogames is not physically real,
and that’s one of the things that contributes to
its appeal. But what happens when what you do is
converted into actual pain and injuries to your
opponent? How does this awareness affect the
entertainment? How much are you open to suffering
and pain, for a game?
In an increasingly mediated reality, in which
it’s easy to feel less responsible for the real
consequences of one’s actions because they happen
in a mediated environment, Tekken Torture
Tournament works also as a reminder that reality
is not a game.
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How To Play
TEKKEN TORTURE TOURNAMENT (TTT)
Tekken Torture Tournament Rules (TTT):
- TTT is a single elimination tournament for 32 or 64 players.
- Players sign up for the tournament and are randomly assigned
into one of two brackets.
- Each player must sign a legal medical release form before
being allowed to play TTT.
- Players may select any Tekken 3 character to play.
- Two players face off for a best-of-three match. The loser of
each match is eliminated.
- When half of the players are eliminated the remaining
winners progress to the next round and the elimination
rounds continue until two players remain and play the final
championship match.
- Each progressive round is the same except for an increase in
current (in Amps) of the electrocution arm bands.
- Current increases each round until a maximum current is used
for the final.
- A player who wishes to exit a match midway may utter the
safe word “PUPPY” ending the match (and all electrocution)
immediately. The player forfeits the entire match.
- The winner will receive a small trophy.
Tekken Torture Tournament setup and rules:
- Players will be playing an enhanced version of the
playstation fighting game Tekken 3.
- The game involves receiving and delivering electrical shocks
that reflect the damage dealt to game avatars on screen.
- Each player about to play a match will sit down on a chair
and be given a playstation controller.
- Players are asked to reveal the areas on their biceps and
forearms so that the skin is exposed.
- TTT Game administrators will dip a sponge into a bucket of
water and apply moisture to the players' right forearm and
bicep areas.
- Then two game feedback electrodes will be strapped on the
forearm and bicep of each player.
- The electrodes administer electric shocks based on the state
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of the life-bar of the game avatars. Shocks are
administered intermittently as damage is received. Once an
avatar’s life-bar drops below %25 a constant electric shock
is administered.
NOTE on positive feedback loop and loss of muscle control
during gameplay:
As players avatars’ begin to receive more damage the
electrocution becomes more constant and players will
experience uncontrollable muscle spasms in arms and hands
resulting in a growing inability to use the game controller
to control their avatars. This positive feedback loop is
intentionally designed.

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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COCKFI GHT ARENA
http://eddostern.com/works/cockfight-arena/

2001

Eddo Stern, Mark Allen, Jessica Hutchins,
Karen Lofgren
ABOUT
Game performance, Software, Hardware,
Costumes

Along with Tekken Torture Tournament, Cockfight
Arena is a project that blurs the dividing lines
between gaming and performance art, by involving
audience volunteers in a virtual cockfight.
Designed by Eddo Stern together with a team of
fellow artists including Mark Allen, Jessica
Hutchins and Karen Lofgren, it premiered in 2001
at C-Level, Los Angeles. In Cockfight Arena the
players dress up as roosters and wear full-size
wings and feathered helmets, simulating a cockfight
in front of a big screen, where the virtual action
takes place. Through the costumes, the body of the
player is turned into a wireless game controller
which, equipped with movement sensors, guides the
onscreen rooster. But this plain description
doesn’t quite capture the energy of the “one night
parade of sweat and adrenaline”, with screaming
audiences and excited participants, in which, as
Eddo Stern told to a reporter, the “simulation of
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violence offered an opportunity to ‘safely’ step
into the role of a bloodthirsty mob.” [1] This is
how a fight was recalled in another report: “One
volunteer was Molly Rysman, a tattooed 25-year-old
from the Los Angeles neighborhood of Echo Park. She
suited up as “Foghorn Leghorn,” donning a beaked
helmet and aluminum-framed wings. A trumpeter,
musician Jeff Knowlton, signaled the beginning of
her bout. Vigorous flapping ensued. Rysman's bitmapped bird rose to the top of the screen as she
flapped toward her opponent. The two approached each
other, then both started pounding their foot pedals
to initiate their claw attacks, spilling virtual
blood. They pulled away. More flapping. The crowd
went mad. ‘You fight like a hen!’ ‘C’mon, you
chicken!’ ‘Shake it! Shake it!’ Rysman won one
round, but lost the other two.” [2]

[1]

[2]

Gendy Alimurung, “Art Happens:
Faster Pussy Bird, Kill!...
Eat!”, in Los Angeles Weekly,
November 14, 2001.
Online at
www.laweekly.com/content/printVie
w/2134061.
Alex Pham, “Virtual cockfighting
is fair fowl play”, in Chicago
Tribune, November 27, 2002.
Online at
http://articles.chicagotribune.co
m/2002-1127/features/0211270043_1_roosters
-virtual-space-performance-art.
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How To Play
COCKFI GHT ARENA
Cockfight Arena:
- Cockfight Arena is a two player game.
- Each player should put on a cock suit including two
wings and head.
- Players should stand across from each other and each
face their respective monitor or the projection screen.
- The game-play works similarly to the game of Joust. When
the onscreen cocks collide, whichever cock is higher
during the collision will inflict damage on the opposing
cock.
- A cock is defeated when their life bar is depleted.
- To gain elevation flap your wings!
- You can eat grain to recover some of the life bar. Stand
above the grain pile in the middle of the screen and bob
your head up and down to eat. The gain pile will deplete
and respawn after a random time interval.
Cockfight Redux New Additional Rules:
- To add an additional claw attack stomp on the floor
pedal, this will inflict extra damage on your opponent if
you are in range, but will cause your cock to lose
elevation and drop to the ground.
- You may close your wings to accelerate your drop speed,
the faster you are moving when you hit your opponent the
more damage you will inflict.
- The game costumes are now wireless (!)
Betting / Gambling Rules:
- Before each fight begins a betting payout table will be
displayed on the projector with the names of the
combatants.
- Audience members can place cash bets on each battle, an
algorithm will calculate and display the potential
payouts based on the betting ratio between the fighting
cocks.
- Bets are limited to $1 per battle.
- Once each battle begins no more bets are allowed.
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WACO RESURRECTI ON
http://eddostern.com/works/waco-resurrection/

2004

Eddo Stern, Peter Brinson, Brody Condon, Michael
Wilson, Mark Allen, Jessica Z. Hutchins
ABOUT
Computer Game, Installation, Hardware, Mixed Media

In 1993, the US government attacked a ranch in
Waco, Texas, where the members of the Seventh-Day
Adventist “Branch Davidian” cult had gathered, in
arms. Under the guidance of the cult leader David
Koresh, the Davidians resisted for 51 days.
Seventy-six people died in the final battle,
including Koresh. Ten years later, on the 10th
anniversary of the Waco siege, and in the
aftermath of 9/11 – that forced us all to
re-evaluate the role of religion in society –
C-level artists Eddo Stern, Michael Wilson and
Mark Allen started working on the ambitious idea
of a “subjective documentary game” inspired by
the story. Jessica Hutchins, Peter Brinson and
Brody Condon joined the project soon thereafter.
In Waco Resurrection, gamers enter the mind
and form of a “resurrected” David Koresh
through a specially designed voice-activated,
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surround-sound-enabled, hard plastic 3D skin. In
an attempt to defend the Branch Davidian compound
against internal intrigue, skeptical civilians,
rival theologians and the inexorable advance of
government agents, each player on the network
plays as a “Koresh”. Ensnared in the custom
“Koresh skin”, players are bombarded with sounds
of government psy-ops, internal voices and the
clamor of battle, and empowered to voice
messianic texts from Koresh’s exegesis of the
book of revelation, wield a variety of weapons
from the Mount Carmel cache and influence the
behavior of both followers and opponents by
“radiating” charisma.
While the mask facilitates immersion, the third
person perspective adopted by the in-game camera
helps the players always to be aware of who they
are in the game. From an external viewer’s
perspective, the polygonal Koresh masks used by
multiple players in the physical setting not only
anonymize them, but make them look like part of a
cult, creating a subtle connection between group
or online gaming and religious communities.
Waco Resurrection is an early attempt to
reconsider the relationship between reality and
simulation, history and fiction, linear narratives
and roleplaying games. Can a videogame be used
for documentary purposes? Does immersion and
adoption of a specific point of view equal
endorsement?

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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How To Play
WACO RESURRECTI ON
HOW TO BEGIN:
- Put on the David Koresh mask. Use the rear knob to adjust fit.
- When the mask is on snugly, begin the game by speaking into
the microphone (hidden near your mouth inside the mask): “I
am David Koresh.”
GAME DURATION:
- The game will last exactly 10 minutes.
MISSION:
- To defend Mt. Carmel Center (aka “Ranch Apocalypse”) from
FBI and BATF agents, converting them to “Davidians” whenever
possible.
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OBSTACLES:
- Gunfire, PSYOPS (Psychological Operations), Fireballs.
CHARACTER CONTROL:
W - move forward
A - strafe left
S - move back
D - strafe right

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON - fire
RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON - toggle first person view
MOUSE - move to look around and turn
SPACE BAR - jump
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SPECIAL ABILITIES:
RESURRECTION:
Koresh has the ability to resurrect himself after death.
CHARISMATIC AURA:
Koresh is surrounded by an invisible charismatic aura. A highlevel aura allows Koresh to access more chants. To increase
the aura, you may use the charisma charge chant, or simply
stand close to your Davidian followers. The blue ring on the
top right of the screen indicates your current charismatic
aura value and your maximum charismatic aura. Your maximum
charismatic aura is determined by the number of converted
Davidians.
CHANTING:
Koresh has the ability to use a variety of religious chants.
Using chants will usually decrease your current charismatic
aura. You must have enough charismatic aura to access chants.
During the game, bibles will drop from the sky. Each bible
contains one of five chants. Powerful chants are more difficult
to find.
When you pick up a bible, a bible icon will appear at the top
left corner of the screen. To activate the corresponding
chant, speak the text next to the Bible icon. Speak clearly
and loudly into the microphone inside your head to trigger the
chant effects.
CHANTS:

CHANT EFFECTS:

“GUNSHOW!”

calls upon your hidden arsenal for a
devastating automatic gunfire attack

“FALLEN IS BABYLON!”

calls upon the wrath of Yahweh to
damage enemies and followers alike

“CLEANSE MY SOUL!”

heals you completely

“AWAKEN!”

converts outsiders (BATF, FBI,
civilians)

“HOLY GHOST POWER!”

charges your charisma
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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Sections:
I.
Game cycle/Win Conditions
II.
Game events
III.
Interaction with environment/objects
IV.
Interaction with entities
V.
Stats + HUD
VI.
Game Flow/Character Development
VII.
Phenomenological game design/
Physical interface notes
Color key for all to-dos
BLACK – programming (Peter (Eddo, Glen))
BLUE - modeling/animation (Brody (Sky, Dan))
RED - hardware (Mark)
GREEN - sound (Michael)
PINK - writing (Jessica, Michael)
LIME - Game design/Waco knowledge base (Eddo/Michael)
ORANGE - 2D/HUD (Eddo (Brody))
GREY - Grey Area...Philosophical... (All)

I) GAME CYCLE/WIN CONDITIONS:
Init pre-game check-in (3 minutes)
. Spawn all Koresh (alive) at pre-determined spots
. Koresh are identical except for some color indication - this could
be just the aura color so there will always be a minimal aura
particle visible to designate color of player even when aura is
really gone, or a different color shirt or hairdo - colors should be
red, blue, green, yellow (to correlate to the 4 computer cases (for
now until get more cases/colors))
. Begin 3 minute countdown - display message that new game will start
in 3 minutes - play voice message start counter on all screens - BIG
letters - text
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. Player check-in - request action from each player to verify that
someone is there - HUD - text + sound - this can be a actual keypress
or a physical sensor movement or head movement (key presses for now)
. Acknowledge players that are present with HUD - text + sound + slowmotion resurrection animation (players have 3 minutes to get in the
game - i.e. strapped in...
. When End of countdown -announce that game is starting display
instructions on screen - HUD - text + sound
. Drop absent players from game - leave Koresh corpses in place deactivate inputs from absent players
Game inits (beginning of 10 min duration)
. Spawn all Koresh (alive) at pre determined spots - replay slowmotion resurrection animation (that’s reverse death animation)
. Start 10-minute countdown - HUD
. Spawn enemies - book fall routines - scripted events timer - random
events
Game over (10 minutes run out)
. Game is over when time runs out
. All Koresh must die at the end of the game and their convert dropoffs
tallied (see below) - if they do not die in the compound fire (see
scripted events below) then a HUGE amount of FBI and ATF should
converge around him and kill them
. All screens at the end of the game should show a dead Koresh
(waiting to be respawned when and if someone picks up the head or
issues a keypress in the next 3 minute new game countdown)
could/should use the clichéd spinning camera trick hovering over
the corpse rather than a still screen
. NOTE on Death - If Koresh is killed during the game - he loses all
converts, items, aura but is respawned at spawn point at compound he does not lose “dropped off converts score”
Win conditions
1. Koresh with the most converts “dropped off” at time of final death i.e. end of game wins
2. Daily, Weekly and absolute convert high scores should be logged so
players who find themselves alone playing the game still have a
challenge - these high scores should be categorized into 12
sections:
1 player daily high, weekly high, absolute high
2 player daily high, weekly high, absolute high
3 player daily high, weekly high, absolute high
4 player daily high, weekly high, absolute high
3. For those who want to play collaborative multiplay - the total
converts “dropped off” by all players in the round could function as
a group high score as well.

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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II) GAME EVENTS:
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1.Random events:
. Books Spawn (all about the books). There are five types of books - all same 3D geometry but different
colors/texture - each is associated with a particular text that is
loaded in to voice recognition hardware and displayed in the hud as
a graphic with a place holder for each book/phrase - ie that space
is reserved in the HUD for all 5 books and left empty until that
book has been acquired
. Once books are picked up that phrase in unlocked in the hardware or
in software so that player can use them now to increase aura and
use special effect
. Uttering a book phrase into the voice recognition hardware will
replenish aura each time the phrase is uttered by the specified
amount (all phrases replenish aura by 20) but advanced books need
to be collected to raise the max aura (more about Aura down below
in character stats section)
. The exact wording of each phrase needs to be decided on by a
combination of a technical and aesthetic decision
. The five books have 5 increasing aura "values" - the values
represent the increase in aura when the phrase of the book is
correctly uttered
Book1

Book2

+20 AURA on phrase utterance,
Possession increases MAX aura by 100
Special effect - heal

+20 AURA on phrase utterance,
Possession increases MAX aura by 100
Special effect - levitate

Book3

Book4

+20 AURA on phrase utterance,
Possession increases MAX aura by 100
Special effect - levitate

+20 AURA on phrase utterance,
Possession increases MAX aura by 200
Special effect - wrath of god

Book5

+20 AURA on phrase utterance,
Possession increases MAX aura by 300
Special effect - gun show

. Each book has a "special effect" associated with it - the special
effect is an ACTIVE action that is activated once per utterance of
the book phrase (again, uttering the phrase that is in the book
into the voice chip will cause an aura boost as well) Special
Effects should use particle effects + sound effects for each + initiate
a vibration in the physical mask + be reflected in the HUD if
applicable.
- Other than making the game more fun/complex, adding the special
effects will offer a direct visceral reward to the voice recognition
hardware by vibrating the head with a small cell phone buzzer +
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help to "justify" and emphasize the adventure into wearable
hardware. Also the names of the abilities gained should show up in
the HUD and be sounded out as audio as well when used
- Special effects could be a feature set that can be added later or
add one or two if time permits
- “Special effects" ideas:
(Initial suggestions here are fairly simple to implement within the
basic architecture --- more/other suggestions and better more
diegetic names to come later if needed):
heal - heals 10 hp
levitate - allows Koresh to float over ground avoiding damage from
the ground + accelerating movement speed
convert - doubles the conversion chance (aura strength and radius)
for a 5 second duration
wrath of god - a hail of fireballs lands on Koresh doing area damage
around him but not harming him
gunshow - some kind of machine gun fire spewing out in circles
Spawn location should correlate to book power - following the logic
that the farther it is from the compound (and Koresh spawn area)
the more powerful it is) - getting more powerful books should
function as a catalyst to venture farther out from the compound at
increasing risk + reward
Books spawn at several pre fixed locations - fall from sky with a
trail
ATF AI: ATF AI should include some random events like patrols etc
SOUND - ATF should talk among themselves - maybe use real
recordings here rather than voice acting
FBI AI: FBI AI should include some random events like patrols etc
SOUND - FBI should talk among themselves - maybe use real
recordings here rather than voice acting

2.Scripted events
. Idle test (every 60 sec)
Every 60 seconds should Check for player idle status - so if no
keypresses are entered for 60 seconds
- if idle 60 seconds then kill the Koresh - trigger slow motion
death animation - (this means a player has left the game) leave
corpse in place till next cycle
. Ambient Sound track: yes - should ebb and flow...maybe be timed for
the assaults
. Aura Drain: Koresh Aura should drain constantly 1 (or more)
point(s) every 10 or 5 seconds
Uttering a phrase that’s in a book that has been collected will
replenish aura (see book spawn section above for details)
. Assault waves:
Note on assaults: this is a rough draft when I have more time I
will look more closely at the events timeline and watch the movies
again and make these more specific and true to the order of things

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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. ATF assault wave 1 (T + 1min): Send in ATF search party (maybe 3
types of agents look the same almost but with different weapons)
into the compound thru front door AI should be scripted to throw
in teargas targeting the compound architecture (tear gas should
have an effect on the followers AI making them either run out or
get knocked out - Koresh could be stunned for 30 seconds if hit by
gas) - agents should leave when done - front door should be
knocked out at this point allowing Koresh to leave compound if
desired. One ATF guy has loudspeaker and should say something thru
loudspeaker
. ATF assault wave 2 (T + 3min): Send in bigger ATF search party
into the compound thru front door and back entrances AI should be
scripted to shoot at Koresh and followers in the compound vicinity
(they need AI and animation) - agents should not leave till
killed. Helicopters fly by and shoot at follower on tower + Koresh
if he is seen (chopper AI, follower AI) one ATF guy has
loudspeaker and should say something thru loudspeaker
. ATF assault wave 3 (T + 5min): Send in bigger ATF search party
into the compound thru front door and back entrances AI should be
scripted to shoot Koresh and followers + take away weapons cache +
begin audio psyops on compound by advancing 4 psyops trucks close
to compound
- agents should not leave till killed. One ATF guy has loudspeaker
and should say something thru loudspeaker
. FBI + ATF final assault wave (T+7min): Bring in the "flame tank”.
Tank equipped with teargas launcher moves in close providing troop
cover (AI...) and sets compound on fire. Fire continues to burn +
delivers serious damage and burns followers if they are inside rooms need to burn all over - pool can offer a safe haven - Koresh
are not "on fire" after they are burned merely suffer damage. One
ATF guy has loudspeaker and should say something thru loudspeaker
. Compound burns to ground Koresh dies (T+10min): All Koresh must
die at the end if they do not die in the compound fire then a HUGE
amount of FBI and ATF should converge around them and kill them

III) Interaction with environment/objects:
. Koresh is free to move as long as geometry allows
. Perimeter - there should be an outer perimeter fence that can not
be breached (it could be lined with reporters, news trucks,
bystanders and ambulances)
. Fire - Fire should cause area damage based on proximity or
collision but Koresh should be allowed to move through it - it
should have a certain cycle so it gets bigger and then smaller
when it goes out
. Weapon room - Koresh should be able to get better weapons in room
simply by walking over them - if they are better than what he has
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then his weapon is upgraded - weapon room could have AK47s modified
for automatic fire - (if time allows could have a weapons inventory
and allow switching between grenades and two types of AK47s +
whatever else was in the arsenal - I have to look that up)
Ammunition - For now should allow for unlimited ammo
Tower - Koresh should be allowed to climb tower
Books - Picked up when walked over - if book is already in
inventory do not allow to pick it up - see RANDOM EVENTS above book
section for details on book and CHARACTER/HUD below for Aura details
Pool - Should protect from fire - make waves when walked thru
Other special compound rooms - Add later maybe

IV) Interaction with entities
PSYOPS TRUCKS . After assault wave 3 trucks should be positioned fairly far from
the compound and should broadcast a 3D cone of psyops sounds
(Michael knows these intimately).
. After and during the trucks movement into position - (they should
be behind the perimeter before wave 3) they should be attackable deformable which would shut them down
. psyops sounds - exposure to psyops sounds should have two effects
on Koresh/player:
1. A "real" psychological disturbance for the player - i.e.
really loud sounds + (activate the buzzer in headset with a change
to two way communication with hardware..)) Loudness should
increase with proximity (3D sound functions would be nice...)
2. An increased rapid drain on Aura - based on proximity
HELICOPTERS . Should be able to shoot them down - maybe only with rocket
launcher in weapons room (will check if they had one)
ATF . ATF AI should attack Koresh on sight even when not on scripted
assaults - they should have AFT vans that they huddle around as
makeshift HQ farther back from the compound (Vans and all vehicles
should be deformable and destroyable - i.e. go on fire - burn to
the ground)
. ATF should resupply their troops if depleted beyond a certain
number lets say 50 for now (find exact number) - resupply could be
another van drives in or just spawn troops near the van and
respawn the van if it is destroyed
. ATF should have 70 HP each and carry the correct weapons + teargas
they will need a death animation (of several) - leave corpses
behind after they die
. ATF can be converted and then AI should switch to convert AI more below on Converts

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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FBI . similar to ATF for now - need to do more research to get this
straight - since I am confused by their overlap + since waves are
merging the two major confrontations into one scene
. FBI can be converted and then AI should switch to convert AI more below on Converts
ATF/FBI van . See above
Davidians . nothing for now - except the idea that they need to be protected need to think about them a bit more - should be repercussions to
Davidians lost (see game flow section)
. Koresh weapons will not hurt Davidians
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Converts . Converted ATF and FBI - should still look the same as before they
were converted - retain HP and weapons they had but should glow
with a subtle aura or some marker that shows which Koresh they
“belong” to - i.e. red, blue, green, or yellow
. Converts can be “dropped off” in the compound - in the simplest
form this would work by going to a specific gathering room or drop
off point - this issue is a bit complex and one concern I have is
that it may be overkill for the casual gamer. A simplification
would be that all converts are automatically dropped off when
Koresh enters the perimeter of the compound - the catch then is
that agents converted in the compound would immediately be dropped
off and can’t be used in combat. Dropped off converts count towards
the player’s conversion score
. Converts AI is very important and should allow them to follow and
flock to their Koresh - the amount of converts allowed at any time
should be derived from Koresh’s Current Aura value w/formula:
MAX followers = CURRENT Aura/50 (if rounded up this will allow 016 followers at any point
. IMPORTANT NOTE: THE CONVERT LIMIT SHOULD BE TESTED FOR LAG and may
need to be lowered to 8 or even 4 - in addition should keep the
polygon count down for converts (ATF/FBI models)
. I like the idea that converts don’t run around on their own but
pretty much mirror and amplify what Koresh does so they could form
a protective ring around him - always orient in his orientation
and always fire when he fires (Arranging themselves so for example
if there is one follower he runs in front of Koresh but can not be
shot by Koresh, if two they are side by side if three arranged at
120 degrees apart so they fan around to create a circle maxing out
with 16 followers all around 22.5 degrees apart...)
. Converts’ bullets should not be allowed to hurt their Koresh, and
Davidians)
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. If and When Aura drops to a level below what is necessary to keep
a convert the last convert added to the Koresh is unconverted Back
to ATF or FBI
. A Koresh’s Converts can be stolen (reconverted) by another Koresh
if they fall under his Aura and fail their conversion “saving throw”
Other Koresh (Player Characters). Koresh’ weapons should not damage other Koresh physically but harm
can be done to other Koresh’ Converts, and Aura . Shooting another Koresh’ converts can kill them
. When Koresh fall under another Koresh’ Aura they experience an
Aura drain - it is possible then for two Koresh standing next to
each other to drain each other’s Auras
Reporters, Bystanders, Ambulances . Seen but not interacted with - ie bullets wont hurt them
Barriers . Trees, low fences, walls, terrain - can not be destroyed

V) Stats + HUD
. All these stats should be reflected in the HUD - graphical solutions
should be figured out for dynamic display of all HUD stats!
Life - (0-100)
. Character health - Starts at 100 goes down to 0 then Koresh dies
and is respawned with 100 life
MAX Aura - (0-800)
. Starts at 0 increases as books are collected (see book section
above to see increases
. MAX Aura value has several effects - it determines the chance of
conversion - to use D&D terms - the higher the MAX aura the
higher the saving throw target number is that a potential convert
must roll against - note all convertible (no roof) enemy entities
need to have a saving throw vs. conversion modifier to see how easy
it is to convert them - since now only two types of convertible
enemies exist
- ATF and FBI, need to decide who it is harder to convert and give
them a modifier - I would suggest a d1000 roll with any roll
(+ modifier) above the MAX Aura considered a resist and any roll
below or equal to the MAX Aura a failed resist resulting in a
conversion - the modifiers then should be on the order of +100 or
so for FBI if decided that they are harder to convert
. Attempts to convert other Koresh' converts should include a
modifier based on their "owner's" MAX Aura (or maybe less obviously
Current Aura) that makes it more difficult to convert them
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Current Aura - (0-800)
. Starts at 0 is increased when proper phrases are uttered correctly
. Aura id drained with time needs to be replenished through
utterances
. Current Aura value has several effects - it determines the number
of MAX converts and the range at which the aura operates and the
physical depiction of the Aura effect around the character
MAX converts - (0-16, 0-8 or 0-4 depending on framerate)
. Number of converts that can follow Koresh at any given time
Current Converts - (0-16 or 0-8 or 0-4 depending on lag)
. Number of converts currently following Koresh - if MAX converts
drops below Current Converts convert reverts to original state
Convert Score or Total Converts - (0-infinity)
. Number of converts dropped off at compound
. This is basically the player's "score"
Time remaining - (10:00 - 00:00)
. Display the time remaining in the round
Koresh Color - (red, blue, green, yellow)
. Show in the HUD to identify which Koresh player is
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Books collected - (any combination of the 5 books)
. The HUD should display which books the player has collected - a
suggestion for HUD here is to reserve graphical place holders for
each + maybe even leaving room for the phrase that is associated
with each book - this could become the book's name in the HUD
. If special effects are added to books then they should be
represented in the HUD
Current Weapon(s) - (an image of the current weapon)
. I would suggest adding multiple weapons as a later feature - but
if it’s in the plan should allow the HUD to cycle thru them
Ammo (0-clip size*clips)
. I would suggest unlimited ammo for now - add as a later feature

VI) Game Flow/Character Development

. Player should be enticed to explore and “collect” ATF agents
bringing them back to the compound for conversion (dropped off
converts should disappear so as not to clog up compound)
. More powerful books will fall in farther more dangerous locations
- serve as catalyst to explore game arena and improve character aura
. Once psyops begin there is an incentive to venture out and
destroy the towers (maybe add an individual- rather than
collective reward for this)
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. Character development should not be too complex for a 10-minute
game - something to think about...
. Maybe more attention should be played to more specific rooms in
the compound to entice compound exploration and navigation:
So far player has a special reason to visit only - dropoff room,
weapons room (if extra weapons are used or ammo), pool, tower
Maybe being in the vicinity of Davidians can also prevent aura
drain or even increase it? a good idea maybe
. Player vs. Player competition has a natural incentive to "steal"
converts as they are being delivered to compound
. BIG question to figure out - why defend the compound?
. One assumption: is that players must return to compound anyhow
to drop off converts and will defend it by default so no reason to
add to this (weak )
. Two Solution: is to add a life bar to the compound (alla PS2
game “the two towers”, and also add more book powers later to quell
fires and command Dividians to repair and rebuild – very RTS aspect)
. Another suggestion is to have personal (per Koresh) repercussions
to Compound attacks and Davidians dying - i.e. loss of aura or
loss of "deposited converts" as Davidians die...

VII) Phenomenological game design/Physical interface notes
. Having a physical interface is an important part of the game and
actions that use it should be central to gameplay - can do a lot
with some simple devices that can radically alter the game
experience . using phenomenological effects - or effects diegetic to the
Player’s reality should be something to keep in mind Examples:
1. Using the psyops to thwart the Player's concentration
2. Using the mask as a confining/immersion device
3. Using the head vibration to channel special effects
4. Allowing players to hear their own and other Koresh’s voices
while playing
5. Players being able to see the other players in real life
6. Using real recorded audio - figure ways to integrate Koresh’s
singing in the compound + psyops + other documentary materials
7. Audience hanging around
8. Split screen projection screens + miked sound
9. Using the Faces and Names of the real FBI, ATF and Davidians as
in game texture maps
10. Addressing the NPC by their real names - changes the way you
interact with them emotionally
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LISTS:
3d models:
Characters:
Koresh (4 versions red,yellow,
green,blue)
Davidian male (3 versions)
Davidian female (2 versions)
Davidian male child (2 versions)
Davidian female child (2
versions)
Davidian Spawn
ATF (2 ver)
ATF boss
FBI (2 ver)
FBI boss
Converted ATF (4 colors)
Converted FBI (4 colors)
Bystander male (3)
Bystander female (3)
Reporter (2)
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Structures:
Mt Carmel compound
pool w/water
Tower w/ladder
Fence
Other buildings background?
Vehicles:
Special APC w flame arm
Special Truck with speaker in
bed
Davidians’ cars (5 ver)
ATF/FBI truck?
pickup truck (3 ver)
Bus
Ambulance
Fire engine
Helicopter
Items:
American flag - Wave
Texas flag - Wave
Books (5 colors)
AK47
AK??
Special Gun ring (for gun show

spell)
M16
Guitar
Musical instruments
Computer
misc indoor
Misc:
trees
shrubs
grass
3d Animations/poses:
Koresh move
Koresh mount weapon (later book,
guitar)
Koresh convert anim
Koresh Cast anim
ATF/FBI converting anim
everybody move
Koresh die
everybody die
Koresh spawn (quicken)
ambient anims for bystanders
vehicles anim
Special APC anim
Vehicle deform textures or anims
Mt Carmel deform Anim
American flag - Wave
Texas flag - Wave
HUD Graphics:
png format - with transparency
alpha Chaneels
lifebar
Current Aura/ Total Aura
representation
Book icons 1-5
weapon icons (Ak 47, M16)
followers icon
Declas and Particle Graphics:
png format - power of 2
dimensions ie 4x4,32x32,25x256
pix etc)
bullethole decals (5 var)
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burn decals (5 var)
fire particle (5 var)
cross
gun
heal
koresh (convert)
Sounds
Format: MONO, 22khz, 8bit .WAV
ATF talk (3)
FBI talk (3)
ATF yell (3)
FBI yell (3)
FBI on phone
Reporter talk(5)
Bystanders talk (5)
Koresh sing
Koresh talk
Koresh on phone
FBI negotiator talk
news report
Psyops stream (4 types)
Ambient soundtrack
bullets
Fire burning
Crashing
explosion (5 types)
Pickup Truck driving
Tank driving
chopper
coyote
owls
birds
chirps
footsteps
crashing
magic sounds (5)
“convert” phrase voice over
“gunshow” phrase voice over
“heal” phrase voice over
“levitate/fireproof” phrase voice
over
“ire and brimstone” phrase voice
over
baby cry
instructions voice over + text

CODE Snippets
player control - keybinding
ATF/FBi AI
follower AI
Davidian AI
Aura convert code
Aura visual code
Voice recognition code
Hardware feedback code
Doors code
"Spell" code
Sound code
book/meteor visual code
book/meteor functionality code
Multiplayer testing
Daynight code
Radiosity code
Particle effect visuals code
Particle effect damage code
Vehicle/structure deform code
Animation control code
HUD code
visuals
functionality (time, score,
aura, items...)
Timer/events code
Game cycle code
mission cleanup code
Climb tower code
item mount code
weapon damage code
water code
...
Physical/Hardware
router
4 PCs (keyboards, mice, net
cards, 3d cards, sound cards..)
video splitter
audio mixer (8 port)
headphones (4)
Koresh Heads (4)
Head hardware
Carrying cases
microphones
cbales to heads
backup data storage
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DARKGAME 1
http://eddostern.com/works/darkgame-1/

2006

Eddo Stern (thanks to Jeffrey Arbuckle and Jessica Z. Hutchins)
ABOUT
Computer Game, Software, Hardware (plastic,
electronics)

Like any medium, video games are inherently
prosthetic. They may extend abilities you already
have, or provide you with abilities you do not.
Eddo Stern first realized this when playing
Everquest. In possession of a very poor sense of
direction, in the beginning he had a hard time
playing a game with no maps until he was able to
play as the Ranger class, which the developers
provided with an extra “tracking” ability. “As a
Ranger you would have an extra interface, like a
radar you could use to navigate, and for me this
was the decisive reason to ‘roll’ that character
class, a class that artificially compensated for a
physical/mental weakness that I had. I was kind of
like a bionic character; suddenly you’re
experiencing the opposite of what happens in real
life, being the guy with the super sense of
direction who people ask for directions”, he
explained in an interview. [1]
What’s the relationship between the player and the
role-playing character in a game? Can games be
built upon a person’s abilities and limitations,
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and turn the latter into a strength? This is
where the idea of a sensory deprivation game
comes from, and the starting point of a project
that took around eight years and four iterations
to be developed. Another source of inspiration
for Darkgame were torture aesthetics, as torture
has often to do with limiting the sensory
abilities of the victim - by using black headcoverings for example - and with overstimulation
versus deprivation - as in sleep deprivation
experiments, where the victim is prevented from
sleeping by bombarding him with light and sound
and tactile stimuli. This interest, as well as
the attempt to turn the game experience into
something more physical, and the separation
between player and game character, connects back
to Stern’s previous efforts, from Cockfight Arena
to Tekken Torture Tournament to Waco Resurrection.
The first Darkgame prototype (Darkgame 1) was first
publicly presented in 2006 and provides an
asymmetrical experience for two players: one who
can only see the game world, and another who can
only hear and sense it through the custom
headsets developed for the project. The game
world gets brighter as Player one completes his
missions, and darker any time Player two attacks
Player one. In this first version, the game world
was 2D, and the focus was on a reflection on
asymmetrical warfare/experience facilitated by
the custom developed haptic headsets and head
covering made of metal, plastic, fabric and
electronics.
[1]

Thomas Beard, “Interview with Eddo
Stern”, in Rhizome, October 13,
2006. Online at
http://rhizome.org/community/37875/
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How To Play
DARKGAME 1
GAME SETUP:
- Darkgame 1 is an asymmetrical game for two players.
- Players face each other.
- Each player will only be able to see their own screen.
- The game-world has several random buildings outlined in red
which the players must maneuver around. The buildings will
return a low pitched Ping sound, and a haptic pulse when
they are collided with.
PLAYER ONE:
- Player One is represented onscreen as a glowing white orb.
- Player One will only be able to see the game.
- Player One uses a game controller (with no headphones or
headset).
- Player One’s goal is to collect 20 of the white glowing
stars, after each star is collected the next star will
randomly appear.
- Player One can move around the game space using the Left
Analog stick.
- Every time a white glowing star is collected, Player One’s
game screen becomes more visible and less darkened.
PLAYER TWO:
- Player Two is represented onscreen as a black orb.
- Player Two will be able to feel and hear the game.
- Player Two uses a game controller, headphones, Darkgame
headset, and will wear a black mask covering their entire
face.*
- Player Two’s goal is to hit Player One twenty times with a
directional probe.
- Player Two can move around the game space using the Left
Analog stick, and use the Right Analog stick to launch
directional probes.
- Player Two can track Player One’s position by feeling the
direction of their presence though haptic pulses on the
Darkgame headset.
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- Player Two can use the Right Analog Stick to launch
directional probes towards where they think Player One is
positioned. When a directional probe hits Player One a Ping
sound is returned indicating to Player Two that a probe has
hit Player One.
- Every time Player Two hits Player One with a directional
probe Player One’s game screen becomes less visible and more
darkened.
* For some installations of the game where a game handler
is not present, Player Two does not need to wear a black
face cover and the screen they are looking at is darkened
as soon as gameplay starts.
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DARKGAME 2
http://eddostern.com/works/darkgame-2/

2007-2008

Eddo Stern (with Palle Henkel, Phil Stearns, Jessica
Z. Hutchins, Bill Ballou, Christian Johnson, Peter
Brinson, Elizabeth Brown; thanks to David Harrow)
ABOUT
Computer Game, Software, Hardware

Commissioned by LABoral, Gijon (Spain) for the
group exhibition GameWorld (2007), the second
version of Darkgame (Darkgame 2) is very different
from the first prototype. At the beginning of the
game, the two players are neutral, wearing the
same headset, using the same gear. The game world,
developed in 3D using the Torque game engine, is a
desert-like, post-apocalyptic land seen from a
bird’s eye view, and populated by the two players,
a red robot and some trees. Once one of the
players catches the red robot, he becomes the
hunter, whose mission is to destroy the prey by
shooting them. The headset allows the players to
sense the location of the opposing player or the
red robot through pulses felt on their head. But
in this blinded, metaphysical hunt, the roles are
flexible, and the prey may become the hunter by
catching the red robot again. In this seek-anddestroy mission, players are accompanied by a
soundtrack composed and performed for the game by
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Theramin player Elizabeth Brown, and by an “Audio
HUD” inacted by the artist’s wife, Jessica
Hutchins – a looping, spoken word accompaniment
that addresses the players directly in the second
person, reporting on their physical and mental
status without reprieve.
Both the visuals and the soundtrack converge in
shaping a sense of living between reality and
science fiction, history and fantasy, in the
attempt to portray “the sort of reality we’re
experiencing now”, in a post 9/11 scenario. [1]
More sensual and immersive, Darkgame 2 also
features more robust electronics (developed with
Palle Henkel and Phil Stearns) and new headsets
designed in collaboration with Christian Johnson
and Bill Ballou – something between a disturbing
tropical flower, an alien life form, an
electroencephalogram machine and the pods imaged
by director David Cronenberg for eXistenZ.

[1]

Thomas Beard, “Interview with
Eddo Stern”, cit.
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How To Play
DARKGAME 2
GAME SETUP:
- Darkgame 2 is a two-player game. Both players start off as
neutral.
- First put on the Darkgame 2 headset such that the yellow
marker is on the back of your head. Then press the
calibration button on the computer. You should feel eight
pulses going around your head clockwise starting at your
forehead.
- Next you should put on headphones, or if you are in a sound
proofed private room you do not need to use headphones.
- Next, pick up the Game controller and press in both joystick
buttons to join the game.
- You will need to wait for your opponent to join in for the
game to begin.
HOW TO PLAY:
- Use the Left Analog stick to move around the world.
- Your goal is to completely darken the world of your
opponent.
- The gameworld is populated by the two players, a red robot,
and several trees.
- The Darkgame 2 headset will pulse with vibrations indicating
the direction of the current tracking target.
- Each player will begin the game in neutral mode. In this
mode players can see the world, but can not use audio pings
to track the opponent.
- Your initial goal is to track and find and touch the red
robot before your opponent.
- When you find and touch the red robot you become the hunter.
- Only one player can be in hunter mode at any time. When your
opponent becomes the hunter you become the prey.
- When you are the hunter you lose all of your vision, but you
can now use the Right Analog stick to send audio pings to
search for other distant entities that exist in the game
space. When an audio ping hits a target you will hear a high
pitched ping sound.
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- When you hit the other player with an audio ping their world
will become permanently darker.
- Each time you touch the red robot throughout the game your
own view of the world will also become permanently darker,
but only slightly.
- Throughout the game you will hear an Audio Hud monologue
reporting to you your status in the game in a cycle that
repeats every 15 seconds.
TRACKING:
- Tracking is experienced through the headset.
- Wear your tactual headset, this will allow you to sense the
location of the opposing player or the red robot through
pulses felt on your head.
- You can press and hold down button5 with your left index
finger to switch your headset to track the red robot’s
location instead of the location of the opposing player.
- By default, when no buttons are pressed, the headset will
track the location of the opposing player.
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DARKGAME 3
http://eddostern.com/works/darkgame-3/

2009-2013

Eddo Stern (with Jonathan Cecil, Dennis Cao,
Bob Frederick, Yilip Kang, Jessica Z. Hutchins,
Chris Reilly, Mubbasir Kapadia, Patrick Tierney,
Peter Lu, George Michael Brower, Sephiroth Li,
Pinar Yoldas, Gautam Rangan, Colin Clark,
Sylvia McClure, Elizabeth Brown; thanks to Bryan
Wuest, John Brennan, Cyril Kuhn, Elizabeth Hansen,
Friedrich Kirschner and the volunteers at the
Los Angeles Braille Institute)
ABOUT
Computer Game, Software, Hardware

Begun in 2009 and completed in 2013, the third
version of Darkgame (Darkgame 3) is a much more
complex gaming experience. The game may be played
by one to six players, turning the
one-on-one competition between Hunter and Prey
into a more individual struggle to survive.
The relationship between the Player – the human
being playing the game – and the Avatar – the
roleplaying game character, that inspired
Darkgame since the outset, is emphasized, by
attributing “resources” to both of them: the
Player’s resources affect how the human playing
the game is able to perceive the gameworld
through his/her senses; the Avatar’s resources
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affect the way it performs in the game. Resources
are externalized, too, appearing as human body
parts floating around the Avatar, and they can be
traded with Traders, the giant human heads that
appear here and there in the game. You lose the
game when you lose all your resources: not
because you die, but because you are completely
unable to see, hear, and move through the game.
In Darkgame 3, sensory deprivation is not a
starting condition, but the consequence of your
actions in the game; designed to include both
vision- and hearing-impaired, it was developed
and playtested in part with the Los Angeles
Braille Institute. Furthermore, the focus on
resource trading introduces a shift in the
meaning of the work, as Sharon Mizota pointed out
in a review: according to her, Darkgame 3 is “an
existential exploration of one of the governing
tropes of role-playing games — the constant need
to monitor and recharge one’s vital signs. Of
course in a conventional game, this process is a
means to an end — achieving the next level of
play, being strong enough to defeat the next
enemy — but in Stern’s piece it becomes an end in
itself, and something of a metaphor for sheer
survival.” [1]

[1]

Sharon Mizota, “Review: Eddo
Stern turns viewers into players
at Young Projects”, Los Angeles
Times, July 16, 2012.
Online at
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/
jul/16/entertainment/la-et-cmreview-eddo-stern-at-young-projec
ts-20120708.
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How To Play
DARKGAME 3
GAME OVERVIEW:
- Darkgame 3 is a game for 1 to
6 players.
- The goal of Darkgame is to
remain the last Player in the
game.
- If all of your resources are
completely drained, you will
enter stasis and be unable to
act in or to perceive the game
world.
- Losing all resources means
losing the game.
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AVATAR/PLAYER GAME SYSTEM:
- Darkgame 3 is built around a Player / Avatar game system.
- This system makes a distinction between the human being
playing the game referred to as the Player,
- and the on-screen animated character controlled by the Player
referred to as the Avatar.
- Both the Player and the Avatar have their own stats called
resources in the game.
- In general, the Player Resources affect how the human player is
able to perceive the game through vision, hearing and touch.
- The Avatar Resources affect how the avatar performs in the game
(such as speed and hit points etc).
- Refer to the section on Resources below for details on the
different resources and abilities for the Player and the Avatar.
AUDIO HUD SYSTEM:
- To allow players who are visually impaired to play Darkgame 3
as well as any players who lose their vision during gameplay
Darkgame 3 is built around an AUDIO HUD.
- This system uses spoken words to constantly communicate the
game state to the player.
- Some information is always communicated on a 15 second loop. And
some information is contextual and will only be communicated as
a response to player actions (for example the menu interface and
reporting on the status of various Resources).
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GAME SET UP:
- In order to play Darkgame 3 you will need a Game Controller,
Headphones, and optionally the Darkgame 3 Haptic Headset.
- Darkgame 3 can be played by persons who may be vision or
hearing impaired, these players will need to use the Darkgame
3 Haptic Headset.
MAIN MENU OPTIONS:
When you start Darkgame 3 you may select from these six main
menu options:
- Headset: This selection calibrates and tests the Darkgame 3
Haptic Headset. The Headset uses vibrating motors to
communicate with the Player.
- How-to-Play: Darkgame 3 includes a detailed in-game tutorial
which explains how to play the game. Before playing for the
first time it is recommended that each player go through the
tutorial by selecting this option.
- Bot Race: starts the single player mode.
- Hunter-Prey: starts the multiplayer mode.
- Settings: Here you can find the Gamepad and Keyboard Mouse
controls, as well as networking, volume, brightness and
difficulty settings.
- Character Creation: there are two ways to create a character
in Darkgame 3.
The character you select will remain in memory until a new
character is chosen or created:
1. View Prefabs Menu: Allows the selection of premade
Characters which have been designed to have a different balance
of resources.
2. Character Creation Menu: Allows the custom allocation of
resources to create a new character.
*Note: If a Player chooses to leave any of the Resource
Categories at 0 (which means that this resource can never
regenerate during the game) they will receive a bonus of 400
extra resources to allocate.
BASIC ACTIONS:
Left Analog stick - move
Moves your avatar. Your Avatar’s movement speed is affected by
its blood resource level.
Right Analog stick - rotate
Rotates your avatar.
Rotation speed is affected by the blood resource level.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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(A)- Area of effect Attack
EFFECT: remove 10 from each of your opponent’s resources.
COST: 10 of your active resource.
Attack the area around the Avatar.
TRACKING OPTIONS:
- Your ability to locate other entities such as Traders and other
players is determined by your Player Resources - Eyes, Ears,
and Skin.
- Each resource gives you a different type of tracking: VISUAL,
AUDIO, and HAPTIC, and each type has a basic and advanced level
of tracking, depending on your resource levels.
- Each type of tracking has range and accuracy that are
determined by its current resource level.
- Regardless of how many types of tracking you have, you may only
track one target at a time.
- You can use the controller (See CONTROLS section) to change
which target you are tracking.
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VISUAL TRACKING:
- Vision tracks in six directions and has the most limited range.
This form of tracking is either Basic or Advanced depending of
the level of the Eyes Resource.
- Basic Visual Tracking indicates the direction of an in-range
entity, but you cannot learn the entity’s identity through
basic tracking. You can only cycle through all the possible inrange targets. The tracked target’s icon will appear in one of
six directions relative to your avatar. Visual tracking is the
most limited type and does not show target distance.
- Advanced Visual Tracking has a wider range and gives more
specific information about a target, identifying it as a friend,
a foe, or a specific resource trader.
AUDIO TRACKING:
Audio has three forms of tracking: Active Audio Tracking, Basic
Passive Audio Tracking and Advanced Passive Audio Tracking.
Active Audio Tracking works like echolocation: Opponents and nonplayer entities each return different sounding pings.
- Use the controller (See CONTROLS Section) to release a
directional pulse also called an AUDIO PING.
- The pulse will return different sounding audio pings based on
what target it hits. You can use this ability to find the exact
direction and proximity of a target.
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- When in Aggressive Mode, the directional pulse will damage
your target’s resources.
Basic Passive Audio Tracking works in four general directions in front, to the right, to the left, behind. Like basic visual
tracking, this only indicates the direction of other entities,
not their specific identities.
Advanced Passive Audio Tracking has greater range and specificity
than basic tracking. It will also indicate the proximity of the
target.
HAPTIC TRACKING:
- Skin Tracking uses the Darkgame 3 Headset, and allows you to
use Haptic Tracking, or Advanced Haptic Tracking when your
skin resource is high enough.
- Haptic Tracking works in eight directions and has long range.
Unlike basic visual and audio, basic haptic tracking indicates
proximity to target. The faster the headset pulses, the closer
the target is.
- Advanced Haptic Tracking has very long range and indicates
both specificity and proximity. The identity of your current
tracked target is indicated through audio and visual means.
TRACKING RELATED CONTROLS:
(RT) - Cycle tracking target clockwise
Cycles the current tracking target clockwise.
(LT) - Cycle tracking target counter-clockwise
Cycles the current tracking target counter-clockwise.
(LB) - Active Audio Tracking ping
Releases a directional pulse.
The pulse will return different sounding audio pings based on
what target it hits. You can use this ability to find the exact
direction and proximity of a target. When in Aggressive Mode,
the directional pulse will damage your target’s resources.
RESOURCES:
- You (the Player) and your Avatar will each gain and lose
Resources throughout the course of the game.
- You can gain Resources by trading with Traders or picking up
resources they drop.
- A low resource will gradually regenerate up to 100.
- However, if a resource reaches zero, it cannot regenerate.
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- You can lose resource points by trading resources to Traders,
by being attacked by another player, or by consuming them to
activate certain powers.
- Besides granting special abilities, Resource levels also have
constant effects on both your interface and your avatar.
- Eyes, Ears, and Skin affect how the Player performs in and
experiences the game.
- Heart, Blood, and Brain affect how the Avatar performs in the game.
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RESOURCE TRADERS:
- The resource Traders are represented as large rolling heads each trader has a distinct look and is responsible for one
resource type.
- To trade with a Trader simply stand next the trader and you
will automatically exchange a random resource with the
resource that the Trader has.
- You may also attack a Trader by using the AOE attack, which
will deplete the Trader’s hit points and eventually, if enough
damage is inflicted will destroy the Trader - releasing an
additional amount of resources which you can gather.
- As soon as a Trader is attacked by a player that Trader
becomes aggressive and no longer trades with the player instead the Trader will now cause the Player/Avatar to lose
resources when they are nearby.
- When a Trader is destroyed the player enters Aggressive Mode
and may now attack other players with their AOE attack. Only
one player can be in aggressive mode at a time. As soon as
another player destroys a Trader they will become the only
player in Aggressive mode.
THE DIFFERENT RESOURCES AND THEIR EFFECTS:
- Eyes: determine how visible the game world is to the player.
At high levels you gain a visual tracking ability that directs
you to your target even if it’s off screen. As this resource
decreases, the player’s view of the world will become
increasingly obscured. At zero, the player is in total darkness.
- Ears: determine how much audio information the player hears.
Additionally, at high levels the avatar’s directional pulse
shoots wider projectiles at a greater range, making it easier to
detect and hit targets, and high level audio tracking reports
the direction and distance to your target. As this resource
level drops, the ability to hear information and sounds becomes
inconsistent, and at zero the player is in total silence.
- Skin: determines the player’s haptic perception of the world
through pulses on their head. This resource determines the
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effectiveness of the haptic tracking ability. A skin resource
of zero can not feel anything.
- Heart: determines how your avatar interacts with other game
entities. A higher heart resource improves your avatar’s
trading abilities. A low heart results in bad trading ratios.
A dead heart can not gain resources from traders.
- Blood: determines avatar movement. The higher this resource
level, the speedier the avatar. If this resource reaches zero,
the avatar will be unable to move. You may use the heart
special power to siphon your sensory resources to your avatar.
- Brain: determines avatar control. As the resource level gets
higher, the avatar will auto-dodge attacks. However, as the
level drops, the player’s control of the avatar will
sporadically be interrupted. At zero the computer will control
your avatar half the time.
RESOURCE RELATED CONTROLS:
(R3) - zoom in HUD
Shows detailed information about your resources. Use left and
right on the d-pad to cycle through the resources, then read or
listen to the resource’s exact value and effects. Press (R3)
again to exit the HUD screen at any time.
(Right on D-Pad) cycle HUD clockwise
When in Zoomed-in HUD Mode, cycle clockwise through the resources
to read or listen to the resource’s exact value and effects.
(Left on D-Pad) cycle HUD counter-clockwise
When in Zoomed-in HUD Mode, cycle counter-clockwise through the
resources to read or listen to the resource’s exact value and
effects.
(RT) - Cycle active resource clockwise
Cycles the active resource in a clockwise direction. The
resource currently in the foreground is the active resource,
which determines which special power you can use and what
resources will be depleted when trading or being harmed. The
active resource automatically regenerates when it is below 100,
but when any resource reaches zero it will no longer regenerate.
SPECIAL POWERS:
- To activate a special power use the special power button to
activate the power associated with the active resource (see
CONTROLS section).
- Using special powers will drain the resource by a fixed amount
per use.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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- Special powers increase in effectiveness as their resource
levels are higher.
- The different special powers are:
GODSEYE - special EYES power.
EFFECTS: temporarily allows you to see the world from an
elevated viewpoint.
RESOURCE BASED VARIABLES: duration, range.
COST: 25 Eyes
DEPRIVATION - special EARS power.
EFFECTS: temporarily deprives all players of all their senses.
RESOURCE BASED VARIABLES: duration, sense regeneration rate.
COST: 25 Ears
PARANOIA - special SKIN power.
EFFECTS: forces your target to track the current Aggressor and
creates audio distraction.
RESOURCE BASED VARIABLES: duration.
COST: 25 Skin
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BLOODDRIVE - special BLOOD power.
EFFECTS: converts player resources (of eyes, ears, and skin)
into blood resource.
RESOURCE BASED VARIABLES: amount or resources lost, amount of
blood gained.
COST: 25 each of Eyes, Ears and Skin. Returns 75 Blood
HEART2HEART - special HEART power.
EFFECTS: pulls avatars and Traders towards you.
RESOURCE BASED VARIABLES: effective range, pull force.
COST: 25 Heart
BROHEEM - special BRAIN power.
EFFECTS: spawns a clone to mislead your opponents. The higher
your brain resource, the more of your opponent’s senses the
clone can deceive.
RESOURCE BASED VARIABLES: duration, clone type.
COST : 25 Brain
SPECIAL POWER REALTED CONTROLS:
(X) - Activate Special Power
Pressing this button will activate the Special Power associated
with the currently selected Active Resource.
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ON AGGRESION:
- You may always attack the Resource Traders even if you are not the
Aggressor.
- You become the Aggressor by destroying a Trader, and remain so
until another avatar destroys a Trader.
- Only the current Aggressor can attack and destroy the other avatars.
- You may trigger an Area-Of-Effect (AOE) attack in your immediate
proximity.
- When you are the Aggressor this attack will drain a large amount of
resources from your opponent or release Resources from a Trader.
GAME CONTROLS (XBOX CONTROLLER):
- Left Analog Stick
- Right Analog Stick
- (LB) Left Bumper
- (RB) Right Bumper
- (RT) Right Trigger
- (LT) Left Trigger
- (R3) Right Analog Stick Button
- (X) Button
- (A) Button
- Right D-Pad
- Left D-Pad
- Start + Menu Buttons
- (R3+L3) Analog Stick Buttons

Move
Rotate
Audio Ping
Cycle active resource CW
Cycle tracking target CW
Cycle tracking target CCW
Zoom in HUD
Activate Special Power
Area-Of-Effect (AOE) Attack
Cycle HUD resource in-focus CW
Cycle HUD resource in-focus CCW
Exit Game
Clear tutorial message

HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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DARKGAME 4
http://eddostern.com/works/darkgame-4-0/

2014

Eddo Stern (with Alex Rickett, Wilm Thoben, Gottfried
Haider, Chris Reilly, Steven Amrhein, Gautam Rangan,
Jessica Z. Hutchins)
ABOUT
Computer Game and Interface, Computer software,
Electronics, Plastic, Rubber

Finalized in 2014, the fourth and last version of
Darkgame (Darkgame 4) builds upon Darkgame 3,
with a few major changes. The mission of the game
has become to remove the senses and resources of
your opponents, turning them senseless and unable
to move around the game. Resources are not
traded, but located by scanning the environment
around you. In game, the player is not
represented by a full body surrounded by his own
resources, but by an ever-rolling cluster of body
parts, looking for eyes, ears, hands, hearts,
blood and brains. Darkgame 4 is, in Matteo
Bittanti’s words, “a meta-referential meditation
on gaming itself as it forces the player to
confront the very idiotic tropes, mechanics, and
conventions plaguing most games, e.g., the need,
or rather, urge, to expand and enhance the
avatar. A ludic experience that makes subtraction
a (non) plus (ultra), Darkgame is an exercise in
existentialism.” [1]
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Additionally, the last version of Darkgame
reveals the dark (humor) side of the project.
Started as a game that would allow the visually
impaired to play, and that would reduce the
primacy of sight by strengthening the role of
other senses like hearing and touch, Darkgame has
evolved into an experience in which you lose when
your senses are annihilated, and you win when you
are able to reduce others to impotence. Along
this process, however, you learn something. As
Brian Schrank pointed out, in Darkgame you “sense
a kind of blindness and play with a slow
debilitation of sense. […] You can see and your
eyes are open, but they are oddly useless. The
primacy of sight is so profoundly naturalized
that by diverting the visual channel through
tactile sensations applied elsewhere, we can feel
our familiar sense ratios awkwardly adjusting to
the new patterns.” [2]

[1]

[2]

Matteo Bittanti, “Game Art: Eddo
Stern’s Darkgame 4.0 (2015)”,
GameScenes, September 3, 2015.
Online at
www.gamescenes.org/2015/03/gameart-eddo-sterns-darkgame-40-2015.
html.
Brian Schrank, Avant-garde
Videogames: Playing with
Technoculture, The MIT Press,
Cambridge - London 2014, pp. 101
- 102.
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How To Play
DARKGAME 4
GAME SETUP:
- First, put on the headset, making sure that the yellow marker
is at the back of your head.
- Put in the earbuds, making sure that the yellow marked earbud
is in your right ear.
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GAME OVERVIEW:
- The goal of the game is to remove the senses and resources of
your opponents.
- You will need to find resources by scanning the environment for
the large rolling head sources.
- You will see a resource ring surrounding you avatar which will
represent how many of each resource you currently have.
- The orientation of your resource ring is important, as the
resource directly behind your avatar is the active resource
and determines:
- which resource you are scanning for;
- which special power is activated when the Special power
button is used;
- which resource is reported by the AUDIO HUD;
- which is the main resource to be depleted should you be
attacked, acting like a shield protecting your other resources
which may be more valuable to you.
- You can search for sources using your eyes by activating the
Godseye power, your ears by using the Audio Ping sonar, or
your skin by activating the Sensitivity power on your headset.
- When you find a source, use the Area-Of-Effect (AOE) pulse to
release its resources which you may collect. You will hear a
high pitched sound when you are in AOE range.
- When you deplete a source, a black box will drop. When you
pick up this box, you will enter hunter mode: your vision and
hearing senses will be deprived, but you may now use your skin
to sense and hunt the opposing players.
- When you are in hunter mode you may use up to 5 pulses before
you are reverted back to normal.
- When all of the opponents’ senses are depleted you will be the
winner.
- Refer to the controls and special powers overlays for details
on your available actions. These are also accessible during
the game.
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AVATAR/PLAYER SYSTEM:
- Darkgame 4 is built around a Player / Avatar game system.
- This system makes a distinction between the human being
playing the game referred to as the Player,
- and the on-screen animated character controlled by the player
referred to as the Avatar.
- Both the Player and the Avatar have their own stats called
resources in the game.
- In general, the Player Resources affect how the human player is
able to perceive the game through vision, hearing and touch.
- The Avatar Resources affect how the avatar performs in the game
(such as speed and hit points etc).
- Refer to the section on Resources below for details on the
different resources and abilities for the Player and the Avatar.
RESOURCES and SPECIAL POWERS:
Player Resources:
EYES
Affects how much of the world you can see.
Special Power: Godseye.
Use to acquire a godseye perspective.
EARS
Affects how much of the world you can hear.
Special Power: Deprivation.
Use to create a blackhole in the world.
SKIN
Affects how much of the world you can feel.
Special Power: Sensitivity.
Use to turn on headset haptic tracking.
Avatar Resources:
BLOOD
Affects the avatar’s movement speed.
Special Power: Blooddrive.
Use to convert your senses into blood.
BRAIN
Affects the quality of the avatar’s clone.
Special Power: Clone.
Use to create a clone.
HEART
Affects how the avatar’s blood flows and has a chance to act as a
shield and absorb AOE pulses.
Special Power: Heart-To-Heart.
Use to call resources.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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AUDIO HUD SYSTEM:
- To allow players who are visually impaired to play Darkgame 4
as well as any players who lose their vision during gameplay,
Darkgame 4 is built around an AUDIO HUD.
- This system uses spoken words to constantly communicate the
game state to the player.
- Some information is always communicated on a 15 second loop.
And some information is contextual and will only be
communicated as a response to player actions (for example the
menu interface and reporting on the status of various
Resources).
DARKGAME HAPTIC HEADSET:
- The Headset provides haptic pulses around the head.
- Pulses indicate direction and distance of game entities.
- Make sure that the headset is oriented correctly with the arm
marked in yellow to the back.
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FLATLAND ARG!!!
http://flatland.games.ucla.edu

2011

Eddo Stern with David Elliott, Adeline Ducker,
Peter Lu, Jessica Z. Hutchins, Noa Kaplan-Sears,
Anna Reutinger, Sean Soria, Alex Rickett, Diana
Ford, Monica Harvancik, Konstantinos Sideris,
and Bryan Wuest
ABOUT
Mobile game, Software, Hardware, Plastic, Paint,
Felt, Foam

Flatland ARG!!! is an Augmented Reality Game (ARG)
based on Edward Abbot’s 1884 novella Flatland: A
Romance in Many Dimensions. The novella parodies
rigid Victorian class distinctions by describing a
society structured around the number of sides of
its polygonal citizens. The more sides a polygon
has, the more noble his standing. The citizens of
this society perceive the world in only two
dimensions until the protagonist transcends the
limitations of his reality.
Players in Flatland ARG!!! begin as triangles and
have the chance to add more sides to become
squares, pentagons, and hexagons. The more sides
players have, the more effectively they can collect
resources for their team.
Each player carries a scepter containing a mobile
phone that communicates with the game server.
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These scepters have a twofold purpose. First,
they can be used to perform gestures that allow
players to gather resources, upgrade team
members, scan for hidden information, build
structures, and attack opponents and structures.
Second, the scepters’ screens and speakers allow
players to perceive what is happening in the
game. Just like citizens of Flatland who have a
limited perception of their world, players can
see only other players in the arena, but not
their true identities in the game world. Only by
using the scepter screens can players see the
additional information that makes up the game
world.
Each player wears a costume in the colors of
their team. The position of the players in space
is tracked by two overhead cameras that map their
physical positions in the arena to their
positions in the game world.
Spectators see the whole world: they can switch
between watching the costumed players run around
the arena and watching the display screens that
show everything happening in the world of the
game.
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How To Play
FLATLAND ARG!!!
BASICS
The game is played between two teams. The team that has the most
polysides at the end of the game wins. The game is played for a
fixed duration between 10 or 15 minutes.
Geometry Springs and Polysides
Geometry Springs are the source of all polysides in the game.
There are three invisible Springs in the arena at any time. They
can only be revealed by performing the Scan gesture. The Springs
last for a limited duration and then randomly change locations.
- Two of the Springs always appear on opposite sides of the
arena.
- The third Spring could appear anywhere in the arena.
Gesture: Scan
The Scan gesture is used to see structures and opponent shapes.
Scanning creates an expanding area of true visibility around the
player performing the gesture. Teammates will be able to use
their scepter screens to see all structures and enemy shapes
within that area.
Perform the Scan gesture by holding the scepter face-up and
swinging it left and right. Note that it will be very hard for
you to see your screen while performing this particular gesture,
so your teammates should watch their screen as you Scan.
*Important! You must press the scepter screen as you perform a
gesture, and let go before starting another gesture.
Players stand near a Spring and perform the Work gesture in
order to gather polysides.
Gesture: Work
This gesture is used to:
- collect polysides from the Geometry Springs;
- build/upgrade structures;
- upgrade teammates at a Polyfactory.
Perform the Work gesture by holding your scepter face-up and
swinging it up and down.
*Don’t forget! You must press the scepter screen as you perform
a gesture, and let go before starting another gesture.
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PLAYER CHARACTERS:
Players play as polygons, each starting out as a triangle.
Players can carry as many polysides as they have sides (e.g. a
square can carry four points). When players are Attacked, they
lose one carried polyside they are carrying - think of the
carried polysides as an armour. If they aren’t carrying any
armour polysides, they are downgraded to a lower order polygon
and lose one of their sides each time they are Attacked (e.g. a
pentagon would downgrade to a square).
In order to upgrade to a higher order polygon with more sides, a
player must add sides in a Polyfactory. A player can have a max
of six sides.
For the team’s final polycount, each side of each character
counts as one point as well as any additional armour polysides
carried by the character at the end of the game. For example, a
triangle carrying two armour polysides would be worth five points
at the game’s ending polycount.
Bonus: A Hexagon is a special case - any hexagon that survives
until the end of the game is worth an extra 10 polyside bonus.
STRUCTURES:
Players can build three different kinds of structures by
performing the Work gesture anywhere not in direct proximity to
the Geometry Springs. For each second that players perform the
Work gesture without interruption, they deposit one polyside
into the structure. If two teammates perform Work near each
other, they will build a structure twice as fast.
Just like a character, a structure can be armoured up to its
side value and then upgraded by the addition of extra polysides
(by Working in its proximity). A structure is upgraded once it
is fully armoured and then receives one additional polyside.
Thus a Trap needs four additional polysides to be upgrade to a
Sentry, and a Sentry needs five additional polysides to upgrade
to a Polyfactory. Sentries and Polyfactories can only be built
by upgrading from lower order structures.
Structures are not visible in the physical space, but players
can use their scepter screens to see their team’s structures
even without Scanning. The screen will display the area of the
arena the player is currently in, including all friendly
structures and the shapes of your teammates. In order to see
enemy structures and shapes, a player must perform the Scan
gesture or build a Sentry.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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Tip: Stashing is a very efficient way to maximize your teams
polycount. You can stash polysides by abandoning the building of
a structure before it is complete - this creates a stash of one
or two polysides in the arena. But beware! The other team can
Scan for your stashed polysides and destroy them by Attacking.
Kinds of Structures:
Trap – 3 polysides.
A Trap acts like a landmine – a member of the opposing team who
comes close to it will be damaged when the Trap explodes. The
Trap then disappears.
If you are armoured and step on a trap, you will lose up to
three polysides but will be saved from being downgraded.
If you are unarmoured and set off a Trap, you’ll be downgraded
instantly to a point and be temporarily out of play.
Tip: The range of the attack is slightly greater than the
triggering range of a trap. Moving carefully, scanning, and
attacking traps can be a winning strategy.
Sentry – 4 polysides.
A Sentry acts like a permanent Scan gesture. It creates its own
area of true visibility, making all of the opposing team’s
structures and shapes visible to your team.
Polyfactory – 5 polysides.
Polyfactories are used to upgrade a character to a higher order
polygon. In order to upgrade, a character must perform the
Upgrade gesture in proximity to a Polyfactory while teammates
transfer their carried armour polysides by performing Work in
the proximity of the Polyfactory. A character is upgraded once
they are fully armoured and receive one additional polyside at
the Polyfactory.
Gesture: Upgrade.
When you are near a Polyfactory, the Upgrade gesture is used to
receive transferred polysides from your teammates as they
perform the Work gesture.
Perform the Upgrade gesture by holding the scepter aloft with
the tip pointing skywards.
*Don’t forget! You must press the scepter screen as you perform
a gesture, and let go before starting another gesture.
Tip: Multiple teammates can perform Work near a Polyfactory at
the same time to upgrade a character more quickly.
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Structure polysides count towards the final score, as well as any
extra polysides being used as armour. For example, a Sentry with
two armour polysides would be worth six points.
ATTACKING/DAMAGE:
Gesture: Attack.
The Attack gesture is used to damage the opposing team’s
characters, structures or stashes.
Perform the Attack gesture by holding the scepter face-up and
repeatedly making a forward stabbing motion.
*Don’t forget! You must press the scepter screen as you perform
a gesture, and let go before starting another gesture.
A player can damage characters or structures of the opposing
team by performing the Attack gesture. When a player Attacks, a
damaging field is created that affects all enemy characters and
structures within a fixed radius around the Attacker.
Unarmoured polygons downgrade when they are Attacked (a pentagon
becomes a square, for example). A triangle that is Attacked is
downgraded to a (zero-sided) point and is rendered useless until
they regain three sides. A point will regenerate one side every
thirty seconds, becoming a (one-sided) line and then a (twosided) cross.
Points, lines, and crosses cannot do anything in the game except
try and find a Geometry Spring and perform the Work gesture to
restore themselves to a triangle more quickly.
If an armoured structure is Attacked, it loses all armour
polysides. If any unarmoured structure is Attacked, it is
destroyed and disappears from the game.
END GAME
At the end of the game, each team’s total polycount is
calculated to determine the winning team. The final polycount is
a tally of:
- polysides on characters (including lines and crosses);
- armour polysides carried by characters;
- polysides on structures;
- armour polysides on structures;
- stashed polysides.
The team with the highest polycount wins.
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WI ZARD TAKES ALL
http://eddostern.com/works/wizard-takes-all/

2011

Eddo Stern (with Adeline Ducker, Jonathan Cecil,
Eric Parren, Simon Wiscombe, Peter Lu, Anna Reutinger,
Mickey Goese)
ABOUT
Live Game Performance, electronics, costumes, live music

Commissioned by the Aurora Picture Show for the 2011
“Media Archeology Festival”, Wizard Takes All is a
live computer game performance that explores the
relationships between scripted time and space, role
playing, acting, audience and performer
relationships, computer simulation and the
boundaries between narrative and game-play. The game
pits a mob of workers, controlled by members of the
audience, against a wizard living in a tower above
their town who offers to feed them during a famine in
exchange for their labor. In Wizard Takes All Stern
plays an all-powerful wizard who possesses boundless
audiovisual and computational powers. The wizard
performs his role from the top of a 20 foot tall
tower, controlling the software through hand
gestures and chants. Members of the audience either
play key roles on stage using props that are
analyzed by computer vision or by remaining seated
and screaming at the top of their lungs: the louder
they scream the more active and effective the
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on-screen mob becomes. The wizard and the mob engage
in an epic two-hour long computer game battle that
gradually intensifies as tensions rise, leading the
performance towards a spectacular synesthetic climax.
As Eddo Stern explained in a lecture: “This project
experiments with what occurs when performance and
gaming meet. I was interested in exploring the
questions of control in games and in performance,
and questions of trust and abusive control. The
audience begins by trusting the system, trusting the
game and trusting the wizard. As the narrative
unfolds over two hours that trust erodes completely.
This occurs because I (as the Wizard character) lie.
I’m controlling the game system in real-time while
it’s being played – changing the rules on the fly.
The players can see that I’m breaking the rules by
pulling off their arms so they can’t use the tools
anymore or moving the moon backwards to change the
time and the deadline.
These actions expose the relationship between games
as a control system and the ways in which players
must submit to the system in order to engage. The
player thinks, “Okay. I trust the system. I trust
the rules. This is going to be an investment and I’m
going to be rewarded,” and the wizard, by visibly
manipulating the game code in real time, corrupts
those expectations. […] The interface is very
physically exhausting. The experience was meant to
be rather abusive, but in the final moments I decided
to change the ending and I decided to let the
players kill the Wizard.” [1]
[1]

Eddo Stern, “Recent Projects”, in
NMC | Media-N, July 9, 2014.
Online at
http://median.newmediacaucus.org/
caa-edition/recent-projects/.
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How To Play
WI ZARD TAKES ALL
STAGE INSTRUCTIONS:
Pre Show Prep
S TEAM:
- Set up Infrared Camera.
- Set up the 4 stage tracking quadrants with tape on the floor.
- Check that all prop battery packs are fully charged.
- Make sure you have extra screws, wingnuts, and washers in your
pocket, as well as a tool to stabilize one end of the prop.
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A TEAM:
- Costumes prepped for the show.
- All props are appropriately labeled and Act 1’s props are
prepped.
BOTH TEAMS HELP:
- Lay out the letters on the table.
Act 0: Casting the Audience Members as they walk in the gate
Eddo, Adeline and Simon to hand out the playing cards to
audience members before the show.
Casting Notes:
- We will be casting the 12 onstage rolls and the rest will be
the villagers.
- Try to divide up the people evenly among men and women.
- Torch bearer - the most grueling of the motions. Also try not
to pick someone too tall.
- Shield bearer - should be a gamer.
- Sign Bearer - someone older, distinguished looking,
tall/large/wide.
- Angry Farmer - someone tall.
Eric - play intro music
Act 1: The Goldmine
Simon - Read along with the script that’s on screen.
Eddo - Advance to the next page after each page is read.
Eric - Start Intermission Music.
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CRYER(SIMON)
It’s been a dry year
The farms are dead
The prayers have not been answered
A wizard has presented himself
And has made an offer to the people
He will conjure them food
A price has been set
A mine has been summoned
Work moon-up to moon-down
Until there are ingots
Weighing twenty one stone
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Adeline - Have costumes and props ready.
Simon - call up the actors.
CRYER(SIMON)
The miner, the blacksmith, the smelter, and the wrangler!
You are needed!
When screen loads... Simon - Explain the narrative-based role of
each character, one at a time.
CRYER (SIMON)
You must all work together to mine gold!
Gather 21 ingots before the moon goes behind the tower.
Miner, Miner!
Swing the axe to break the gold.
Some boulders have gold, some do not.
When gold appears, it’ll move to the blacksmith.
Blacksmith.
Swing your hammer to break the gold to pieces.
Hit it enough times and it’ll move to the smelter.
Smelter.
You must melt the gold down, turning it into bullion.
Wave the wing to keep the flame raging.
Once it melts, it’ll appear above the cart and fall in.
Wrangler, Wrangler.
You must deliver the gold.
You can either wait for multiple bars to pile up
or you can deliver it one at a time.
Whenever you want the horse to go, prod him with your pitchfork.
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But be warned, the horse MAY rear up and throw up jostling the
contents of the cart. And don’t let too much gold fill the cart,
else it’ll be too heavy to move.
One final word of warning: don’t exhaust yourself!
You can see the beating of your heart on-screen.
Should it beat too fast, you’ll become too tired and will slow
down for a while.
Audience.
Others, you have a role as well.
The louder you shout, the more likely rocks will appear in the
goldmine.
Adeline - On a much more personal level, explain the specific
character movements.
- The idea of thresholds.
- Explain how they have to lift/move it beyond a certain point
and then back again.
- Run through the actions a few times with them before moving on.
- during scene 1.0 playthrough
Simon - Prep the sign to get ready for stick transfer.
Troubleshoot.
Adeline - Troubleshoot.
Eric - Play scene 1 music (The city of New Orleans) - add drama
as they get near the end.
Eddo - If they are doing well - launch arrows to slow them down
and other spells, If they are close to winning / or If they take
too long - move the moon forward to ensure they lose just
before winning. Modify spell text on the fly. (Default arrow
spell text: “oops”) (Default food spell text: “eat fools gold”).
Act 2.0 Questions and Answers
Adeline - Set up the sign on the large pole, move to letter pile
on stage right.
Simon - Read along with the script that’s on screen.
Eddo - Load scene 2 and climb the tower to window.
Eddo - Speak to the crowd through voice distortion mic:
WIZARD (EDDO)
Failure.
Is.
Not.
An.
Option.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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Simon - Read along with the screen.
CRYER (SIMON)
The wizard has questions.
The wizard needs answers.
Simon - call up the actors.
CRYER (SIMON)
Scribes and Sign-Bearer! Your expertise is required!
Simon - read explanation.
CRYER (SIMON)
The wizard will ask you questions. The Wizard will need answers!
The possible answers will come up and you will have to choose one.
Scribes, you must spell out the answer with you wish to reply.
Stick them to the sign.
Sign-bearer, when the answer has been spelled out, you must wave
it for the wizard to see!
While suiting up:
Adeline - Help out with the questions.
Simon - Switch the other props. Help out when swapped.
Eric - play scene 2 music (polka)
Eddo - Call and response with Audience while sign bearer and
scribes search and attach the letters to the sign:
WIZARD (EDDO)
So what the fuck happened out there?
choices on screen:
no time
too tired
WIZARD (EDDO)
Who’s accountable for this shit?
choices on screen:
you are
horse guy
WIZARD (EDDO)
You will need to work again tomorrow.
choices on screen:
won’t
negative
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WIZARD (EDDO)
Are you fools planning on paying me back?
choices on screen:
maybe
no way
WIZARD (EDDO)
Well, I am going to need something in return.
choices on screen:
alright
what?
WIZARD (EDDO)
You got any suggestions for me?
The crowd, Sign Bearer and Scribes can come up with any
suggestion.
Wizard will reject all answers.
WIZARD (EDDO)
I don’t think so.
Lets try that again.
The crowd, Sign Bearer and Scribes can come up with another
suggestion.
Wizard will reject all answers.
WIZARD (EDDO)
Ok how about you give me some ladies?
choices on screen:
never
no way
WIZARD (EDDO)
Give me your ladies.
choices on screen:
hell no
impossible
WIZARD (EDDO)
I will take your ladies.
Eddo - Trigger spell that levitates the women out of the crowd.
Eric - loud sound - scary short
WIZARD (EDDO)
I will break your hearts.
Eric - loud sound - scary short
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WIZARD (EDDO)
Die!
Eddo - Trigger spell that kills all of the villagers until they
are all dead.
Eric - go to town here - LOUD sounds.
Act 3: Revolution!
Adeline - Swap the sign to pitchfork.
Eric - Start Intermission Music.
Simon - Read along with screen:
CRYER (SIMON)
No ladies left in the land.
No food neither.
No power.
Like cheap table wine,
Men and woman grow sour.
To arms citizens!
To arms!!!
Arrows will fly,
The wizard must die.
Crumble his tower,
Only twenty bricks high.
We’ll shoot out his eye.
Simon call up actors:
CRYER (SIMON)
Come, people!
Come angry farmer,
Come shield bearer,
Fire tender, and crossbowman!
The wizard’s fate is nigh!
Villagers, the louder you yell the more likely that the
villagers will join the battle.
Adeline, Simon - Get people into costumes, give out tools.
Explain thresholds and other interface details.
Simon - Explain mechanics.
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CRYER (SIMON)
We’ll attack as such!
Angry farmer, you shall stand here and stab upward at the tower.
Shield bearer, you will protect those behind you by raising and
lowering your shield.
Fire tender, you must deliver fire to the crossbowman.
You will light his arrows aflame, and they will do more damage.
Crossbowman, raise your bow to fire, lower it to reload!
Audience! You can help.
Be loud, and you, the crowd, will start also firing arrows at the
tower!
Adeline - Help individuals suit up.
Adeline, Simon - explain mechanics.
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During gameplay:
Eddo - villagers win when all bricks are removed.
Game text displays text with how many bricks remain in the tower.
At 5 bricks left display “Wizard is hurt badly”.
At 3 bricks left display “Wizard is about to die”.
Use these spells to battle the villagers.
(spell text - remove hats - off with yer hats)
(spell text - carrots - sticks n stones)
(spell text - detach limbs - nothing)
(spell text - arrows - to the point)
(spell text - boulders - death from above)
(spell text - drumsticks - diabolical! )
Eric - Play Scene 3 music (knight rider).
Act 4: The End
Simon - Read along with screen:
CRYER (SIMON)
Thanks for coming!
Had a ball
Have a good night
Wizard takes all
Thank you aurora picture show
For making this all happen!
And thank you to the orange show
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MONEY MAKI NG
WORKSHOP
http://eddostern.com/works/money-making-workshop/

2012

Eddo Stern (with Adeline Ducker and Steven Amrhein;
thanks to Refik Anadol and Chris Reilly)
ABOUT
Board game, Wood, Cardboard, Paper, Plastic, Electronics

Money Making Workshop is a role playing board game
for five players that combines gaming, sculpture and
performance. It’s Eddo Stern’s take on Monopoly, a
role-playing game in which each player plays a
different familiar archetype in a capitalist system.
Here, participants play as Genius, Enthusiast, Ne’erdo-well, and Opponent and the game is administered by
a Workshop Leader. Each game runs for approximately
30-60 minutes. As Stern explains: “The four players
can collaborate or compete as they try to win the
game. The game components are made by hand and
include cards, totems, a game board, and various
ritualistic ‘tools.’ Much of what you do in this game
is literally make money in different ways. Some
players have to manufacture money with their hands,
some manipulate the money that other players have
produced, and some players directly manipulate other
workers to make money for them.” [1]
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Money Making Workshop was designed with the
awareness of its hybrid nature, as a system
conceived to interact with the institutional system
where it is exhibited. The project was initially
commissioned for a show at the Hammer Museum in Los
Angeles in 2012. A museum is a very problematic
context for showing a board game. Its sculptural
nature gives it a presence even when it’s not
played. When a group of people sit down and start
playing it, it’s perceived as a relational
aesthetics, performative intervention in an
institutional system. Playing it also produces
artifacts and visible detritus that accumulate
around the work, like leftovers of a performance.
Conceptually, the work is perceived as an
exploration of asymmetrical power structures.
As Sarah Brin wrote about the project: “As they
engage, players invest in the integrity of games’
systems and rules, despite their clear contrast
with an individual’s internal senses of fairness.
What results is a fascinating meditation on the
unspoken authority of systems, what it means to
win, and the hoops through which players will jump
in the pursuit of victory.” [2]

[1]

[2]

Eddo Stern, “Recent Projects”, in
NMC | Media-N, July 9, 2014.
Online at
http://median.newmediacaucus.org/
caa-edition/recent-projects/.
Sarah Brin, “The Aesthetics of
Play”, in Gameroom, exhibition
brochure, Hammer Museum, Los
Angeles 2012.
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How To Play
MONEY MAKI NG WORKSHOP
What is Money Making Workshop?
Money Making Workshop is a role playing game for four players.
Participants play as Genius, Enthusiast, Ne’er-do-well, and
Opponent. The game is run by a Workshop Leader and lasts
approximately 30 minutes. Money Making Workshop is an
asymmetrical game. Be aware that completing the workshop will
be challenging, but be assured that all of your hard work will
pay off in the end.
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Win Conditions
Possible outcomes of the game:
1. Any player has completed filling up their stash with ingots.
This player is the winner.
2. After all of the cards have been played, the player with the
most ingots in their stash is the winner. If there is a tie,
there are no winners.
Game Elements
1. 1x game board
2. 1x The Crown
3. 1x The Hole
4. 4x player card decks
5. 4x stashes
6. 3x gold paper drawer
7. 3x stacks of gold paper
8. 1x lucky coin
9. 1x work timer
10. 1x white gloves
11. 1x tool drawer
12. 1x scissors
13. 1x punch
14. 1x paper folder
15. 1x sewing kit (needle and yarn)
16. 1x stack of scheme patterns (including triangle schemes,
cross schemes and diamond schemes)
17. 3z foundries (including ingot mold and ingot tamp)
18. 1x The Hands
19. 1x The-First
20. 1x The-Thumbs-Up
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GAME ELEMENTS

Starting the workshop
1. Role assessment:
a. Each player will complete the short TEST FOR ABILITIES AND
PROCLIVITIES.
b. THE WORKSHOP LEADER will analyze the results of test, and
determine which role best suits each player.
c. Players are then assigned name tags and will be seated in
the respective stations at the game table.
2. Initial allocations:
a. ENTHUSIAST, NE’ER-DO-WELL and OPPONENT should each create
3 ingots and place them in their STASH.(refer to the
*INGOT CREATION PROCEDURE below).
GENIUS may search the game room for any unmolested gold
ingots inherited from previous games and place 3 ingots
into their STASH, placing any remaining ingots into THE CROWN.
b. If not enough intact ingots are found then the other
players should create a total of 3 gold ingots to give to
Genius to place in their stash.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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3. Initial turn set up:
a. Each player shuffles their deck and places it face down
on their left.
Each player draws 7 cards from their deck into their hand.
Genius places the LUCKY COIN in their quadrant. The LUCKY
COIN determines which player plays first in the current turn.
b. ENTHUSIAST takes possession of THE-THUMBS-UP, NE’ER-DOWELL takes possession of THE-HANDS and OPPONENT takes
possession of THE-FIST.
4. Begin game:
a. Turns are repeated until the game ends with one of the
possible win conditions outlined in the *WIN CONDITIONS above.
b. Refer to *ACTIONS IN EACH TURN below for turn information.
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Actions in each turn
The player possessing the LUCKY COIN passes it to the player to
their left.
1. Draw one card
a. All the players draw 1 card from the top of their deck at
same time.
b. If a deck is empty the game is over (see *WIN CONDITIONS).
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2. Play one card face up
a. The player with the LUCKY COIN will choose a card from
their hand and place it face up for all to see. This card is
now in play and may not be replaced. Read the text on the
card to determine when the action on the card is performed.
I. Most cards are resolved simultaneously during the work
phase, including WORK, SCHEME CREATION, FIRE UP, and DEM
WORDS cards.
II. Some cards are resolved at the end of the work phase,
such as use SCHEME, MANIFEST SCHEME, and THE CROWN cards.
III. Some cards are resolved immediately upon playing, such
as WALK THE PLANK, MAKE WINE, and SPIT IN THE POT cards.
IV. The only card that can be played out of turn during the
fee phase is the U.O.ME. card.
b. Play proceeds in a clockwise direction until all four
players have played a card.
3. Work phase
a. The WORKSHOP LEADER will announce the beginning of work
and activate the WORK TIMER.
b. All players who played a card that involves work during
this turn begin performing the work actions as described in
the card.
c. Work proceeds until the timer expires and the WORKSHOP
LEADER announces the end of work.
d. The WORKSHOP LEADER will evaluate the quality of the work
and will determine success or failure of the work goals.
e. The cards are resolved in the turn order starting with
player with LUCKY COIN and proceeding clockwise.
f. The cards are resolved based on success or failure of
goals, resulting in ingots being placed in THE STASH or in
THE HOLE or being transferred from one player’s STASH to
another player’s STASH.
g. Resolve any gold and anti-gold conflicts immediately after
each card is resolved (see the *REGARDING ANTI-GOLD SECTION
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below for details on what to do when anti gold in a player’s
STASH).
4. Resolve additional card actions that take place after the end
of work
a. The cards are resolved in the turn order starting with
player with lucky coin and proceeding clockwise.
b. Resolve the USE SCHEME, MANIFEST SCHEME, and THE CROWN
cards.
c. Resolve any gold and anti-gold conflicts immediately after
each card is resolved.
5. Fee phase
a. Fees are paid in the turn order starting with player with
the LUCKY COIN and proceeding clockwise.
b. If a player cannot pay the fee there is no consequence
unless a U.O.ME card is played at this moment.
c. Refer to the *FEE PAYMENT PROCEDURE below for details.
6. Turn ends
a. The card that was just played is turned over and placed in
each player’s discard pile.
b. The WORKSHOP LEADER will announce the end of the turn.
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Work Cards
Notes on work cards:
1. Work cards can be used to create gold or anti-gold unless
explicitly stating otherwise.
2. Refer to the *INGOT CREATION PROCEDURE below for details on
how to create ingots.
3. Work cards range from safe (WORK I) to risky and rewarding
(WORK V).
4. Note that some work cards explicitly state whether ingots are
placed into THE CROWN or THE HOLE upon success and upon
failure.
OPPONENT
Tips for Success:
• You must sit between ENTHUSIAST and GENIUS, across from
NE’ER-DO-WELL.
• Anti-gold is a powerful weapon at your disposal.
• Timing is everything.
• THE CROWN may be soiled.
• GENIUS is vulnerable.
Regarding anti-gold:
• You may produce gold or anti-gold ingots, anti-gold ingots are
created by inverting the gold paper such that the ingots
created will be white instead of gold.
• A gold ingot and an anti-gold ingot may not coexist in a
player’s STASH. If both are found in the same stash both
ingots are immediately to be deposited into the hole.
Deck
• 5x
• 5x
• 2x
• 3x
• 3x
• 3x
• 2x
• 1x

Layout:
Work I
Work II
Work III
Work IV
Work V
Make Wine, Tow The Line
Spit In The Pot, Like It Or Not
Walk The Plank, Point Blank
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ENTHUSIAST
Tips for Success:
• You must sit between NE’ER-DO-WELL, and OPPONENT, across from GENIUS.
• Channel your enthusiasm.
• Do not hurt the fellow players with your enthusiasm.
• FIRE UP the most successful workers.
• Beware of anti-gold.
• Big hands and long arms will serve you well.
• Keep a strong grip on THE-THUMBS-UP and channel its awesome power.
• Keep THE-THUMBS-UP facing up at all times!
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Deck Layout:
• 5x Work I
• 5x Work II
• 1x Work III
• 2 x Work IV
• 3x Work V
• 2x Fire Up!
• 2x Super Fire Up!!
• 2x The Crown Giveth
• 2x The Crown Taketh
NE’ER-DO-WELL
Tips for Success:
• You must sit between ENTHUSIAST and GENIUS, across from OPPONENT.
• Choose your words carefully.
• Feed THE CROWN.
• Anti-gold is a weapon at your disposal.
• Lay low.
• “When the sun sets the fox feasts”.
• Keep a strong grip on THE-HANDS and channel its awesome power.
• Keep THE-HANDS facing up at all times!
DECK
• 5x
• 5x
• 1x
• 2x
• 3x
• 2x
• 2x
• 2x
• 2x

LAYOUT:
Work I
Work II
Work III
Work IV
Work V
Dem Words
Dem Words
Dem Words
Dem Words

I
II
III
IV
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GENIUS
Tips for Success:
• Keep THE CROWN full.
• Keep morale high all around.
• Consider the threats all around you.
• Understand the numbers, play the numbers.
• Forecast.
• Avoid bad ingots and anti-gold.
Deck
• 2x
• 2x
• 2x
• 8x
• 3x
• 2x
• 1x
• 4x

Layout:
Create Scheme Tetra
Create Scheme Cube
Create Scheme Diamond
Use Scheme
Manifest Tetra
Manifest Cube
Manifest Diamond
U.O.ME.
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Ingot Creation Procedure
1. Create ingots by playing a work card.
2. Get GOLD PAPER from drawer.
3. Place paper on MOLD with the golden side facing down.
a. To make anti-gold, place paper with golden side facing up.
4. Stamp down onto GOLD PAPER with INGOT STAMP.
5. Fold over any overhang.
6. Stamp again.
7. Evaluate your created ingot:
a. a satisfactory ingot:
I. will have no white underside visible on the exterior
of the ingot.
II. will fit into a stash slot without deformation.
b. if you deem your ingot as non-satisfactory, you may
unfold it and re-stamp.
8. Remove completed ingot and place in front of you.
9. Continue producing ingots until you choose to stop or the
end of work is declared by the WORKSHOP LEADER.
10.At the end of work, any ingots deemed unsatisfactory by
the WORKSHOP LEADER must be deposited into the hole or
into THE CROWN.
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Fee Payment Procedure
1. Each player must pay a fee of 1 ingot if they have at least 1
ingot in their STASH.
2. This ingot may be gold or an anti-gold.
3. Each player can decide whether to deposit the ingot
a. into THE CROWN
b. or into THE HOLE.
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Use Schemes Procedure
1. Use schemes by playing a USE SCHEME card.
2. After the work phase:
a. Refer to the *SCHEME PAYOUT CHART below to see the
potential results of using the different schemes to
determine the best strategy of which scheme to roll when.
b. Select which of your completed schemes you wish to roll
and hold it in your hand for all to see.
c. Announce “using scheme” for all to hear.
d. Cast your selected scheme as if it were a die and call
out what number is on top.
3. Look up the number you rolled in the *SCHEME PAYOUT CHART
below and implement the results.
4. Important note: when collecting ingots from THE CROWN the
GENIUS may not look into THE CROWN and must select the
ingots by feel.
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Scheme Creation Procedure
1. Remove SCHEME from drawer.
2. Use SCISSORS to cut scheme along cut lines.
3. Use HOLE PUNCH to punch out the holes.
4. Use FOLDING STICK to fold along the fold lines.
5. Begin using the NEEDLE and STRING to sew the SCHEME shut, tying
a knot at the end of each stitch.
6. Use the SCISSORS to cut off any extra string. If the SCHEME
CREATION PROCEDURE is not completed in a given turn, GENIUS may
continue working on the scheme during the work phases of future
turns.
7. Schemes that have been sewn shut are complete and ready to be
rolled by USE SCHEMES cards.
*Note: competed schemes can be reused throughout the game.
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Scheme Payout Chart
Tetra Roll:
1. ...........
2. ...........
TETRA ROLL
3. ...........
4. ...........

transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer

1
2
3
4

ingot from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash

Cube Roll:
1. ...........
2. ...........
3. ...........
4. ...........
5. ...........
6. ...........

transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer

1
2
3
4
5
6

ingot from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash

transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ingot from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash
ingots from the crown to your stash

Diamond Roll:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

TETRA ROLL

CUBE ROLL

DIAMOND ROLL
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Manifesting Schemes Procedure
1. Hold a completed SCHEME in your hand.
2. Declare “Manifest tetra”, “Manifesting Cube” or “Manifest
Diamond”.
3. Destroy the SCHEME by crushing it in your hand.
4. Discard the destroyed SCHEME into the hole.
5. Follow the directions as stated on each MANIFEST SCHEME card.
Credits
a game by Eddo Stern
Special thanks to my assistants on the project Adeline Ducker and
Steven Amrhein.
Thanks to the members of the UCLA Game Lab for help with
playtesting and copy editing.
Thanks to the Armand Hammer Museum for production support.
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GOLDSTATI ON
http://eddostern.com/works/goldstation/

2012

Eddo Stern (thanks to Peter Lu, Alex Rickett)
ABOUT
Computer Game (MAC/PC)

Goldstation is a computer game where the player
controls four passengers afloat on a gold asteroid.
Gold comes from space as an unlimited natural
resource that must be processed by the four
workers: the Miner, who collects golden rocks
falling from the sky and shatters them into smaller
pieces; the Blacksmith, who pulverizes gold nuggets
into gold dust; the Smelter, who transforms gold
dust into gold ingots; and the Wrangler, who prods
the horse drawing the carriage where the golden
ingots are collected. When the horse runs ahead and
the carriage goes off screen, the asteroid is
propelled forward. Making the asteroid move forward
as fast as possible is the main goal of the game.
While there is no way to lose the game in the
single-player version, in the multiplayer versions
two players are running two competing asteroids.
The player who travels 100,000 miles first wins.
Goldstation can be seen as a tiny moral story, a
didactic parable on the Western ideal of progress.
The story is simple, and the characters are flat,
abstract translations of a symbolic function.
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From 8 bit games the game borrows the design
concept that advancing in the game means moving
forward from left to right; from racing games, the
idea that the fastest wins; and from MMPORPGs the
practice of grinding, which means engaging in
repetitive tasks in the attempt to reach some
goal. As Sharon Mizota wrote in the Los Angeles
Times, Goldstation “allegorizes the notion of
progress for progress’ sake […] the only
achievement in this case is speed; the more gold
you process, the faster you go in an endless cycle
of increase. It’s an apt metaphor for certain
recent, real-world, wealth-generating endeavors,
except that in this case, its pointlessness
becomes clear right away.” [1] We move forward, we
do it as fast as possible, but we go nowhere.
Aesthetically, Goldstation shares a fascination
for shadow theatre with Stern’s earlier kinetic
sculptural works, such as Man, Woman, Dragon
(2007), Narnia Again (2007) and MELF (2009).

[1]

Sharon Mizota, “Review: Eddo
Stern turns viewers into players
at Young Projects”, in The Los
Angeles Times, July 16, 2012,
online at
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/
jul/16/entertainment/la-et-cmreview-eddo-stern-at-young-projec
ts-20120708.
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How To Play
GOLDSTATI ON
RULES (VERSION 1.0 2012):
- The goal of the game is to propel the golden asteroid as far
to the right as possible.
- Process gold on the production line to propel the asteroid
forward.
- The distance is measured in miles.
- You simultaneously control the 4 characters on the
production line:
- The Miner:
- Swings a pickaxe to shatter gold boulders.
- There is a random chance that a shattered boulder will
yield a gold nugget which will then appear on the
Blacksmith’s bench.
- The Blacksmith:
- Swings a hammer to pulverize gold nuggets into gold dust.
- Gold dust will then appear above the Smelter’s Cauldron.
- The Smelter:
- Waves a feather fan to stoke the flames of the cauldron to
forge gold dust into a gold ingot.
- The gold ingot will appear above the horse carriage.
- The Wrangler:
- Uses a pitchfork to prod the Horse drawing the carriage.
Every other prod will cause the horse to run ahead.
- When the carriage cargo is delivered off-screen the
Asteroid will be propelled forward and increase in speed.
- The more ingots in the carriage the greater the speed boost.
- The is no way to lose the game but there are some
challenges:
- Worker Coordination:
- Workflow along the production line must be carefully
coordinated or else no gold ingots will be delivered.
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- Worker Heartrate:
- Each worker has a visible heart which will beat faster the
more it works. At some point the heart will get strained and
the worker will need to rest for several seconds to slow
down their heartrate so they can work again.
- Space Debris:
- Occasionally, as the asteroid progresses in speed, random
space debris such as arrows, hats and rocks will come
crashing into the asteroid potentially knocking out your
workers for a limited time.
- Drag:
- Even though the asteroid is in outer space there is some
drag which will cause a decrease in inertia, and the
asteroid will stop if gold production ceases.
- Lost Ingots:
- Some Ingots may fall off of the carriage during delivery.
RULES (MULTIPLAYER VERSION 2013):
- The MULTIPLAYER version is a race between two players on two
asteroids.
- The player who travels 100,000 miles first wins.
- Controls are the same as in the single player game with one
change being the introduction of two archers on each asteroid.
Archers:
- Each asteroid has two archers, one facing forward and one
facing backwards.
- The Archers can launch arrow volleys forwards or backwards.
- Choose which Archer to use based on whether your asteroid is
ahead or behind the other player’s.
- Arrows launched will always have a chance of raining down on
the opponent’s asteroid and may hit from none to as many as
six of their workers.
- Workers that are hit will collapse and be unable to work for
a short amount of time until they are re-spawned.
- Each player can see their opponent’s screen and determine
who is currently ahead in the race.
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CONTROLS (XBOX CONTROLLER):
- Left Analog Stick: Toggle up and down 3 times to launch an
arrow volley backwards (Multiplayer Version).
- Right Analog Stick: Toggle up and down 3 times to launch an
arrow volley forwards (Multiplayer Version).
- Left Bumper: Raise Miner’s Pickaxe.
- Left Trigger: Lower Miner’s Pickaxe.
- Right Bumper: Raise Wrangler’s Pitchfork.
- Right Trigger: Thrust Wrangler’s Pitchfork.
- Button (X): Raise Blacksmith’s Hammer.
- Button (A): Lower Blacksmith’s Hammer.
- Button (Y): Raise Smelter’s Fan.
- Button (B): Lower Smelter’s Fan.
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CRUI SE CONTROL
http://eddostern.com/works/cruise-control/

2013

Eddo Stern (thanks to Alex Rickett, Peter Lu)
ABOUT
Computer Game (MAC/PC)

For the generations grown up in the Eighties and
Nineties, movie star Tom Cruise embodies, both
through his main film characters and his private
life, the power of will and its importance for
succeeding in a modern capitalist society. This
identity has been shaped in movies such as Top
Gun and The Color of Money (1986), and refined in
recent years through roles such as IMF agent
Ethan Hunt in the Mission: Impossible film series,
or televangelist Frank T.J. Mackey in Magnolia
(1999); and it fits well to his small yet
athletic, nervous body, his feisty glance, and
his association with the church of Scientology.
From Top Gun to Mission: Impossible, the Cruise
character is often associated with a motorbike.
In the computer game Cruise Control (2013), you
play Tom Cruise’s will in a crazy motorbike race.
The player controls Cruise as he rides his
motorcycle into the sunset by playing a mini
platform game in his head. The goal is to sustain
the longest wheelie while staying focused on the
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game - a task that gets harder and harder as
Tom’s motorcycle shakes more vigorously, making
the in-head-platforming increasingly difficult.
Cruise Control sits between celebration,
portraiture and satire, and shares with other
works by Eddo Stern - such as the kinetic
sculpture Enter the Lotus (with Steven Seagal)
(2007) or the machinima and game installation
Vietnam Romance - an interest in the ability of
cinema to shape strong fictional characters and
turning history and reality into powerful,
fictional narratives.
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How To Play
CRUI SE CONTROL
Cruise Control Rules
- You control Tom Cruise as he rides his motorcycle into the
sunset by playing a mini platform game in his head.
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How to Play Version 1.0 (2013):
- The goal is to sustain the longest wheelie and achieve the
high-score.
- Your score increases the longer you can sustain a wheelie.
- The game only records the duration of your longest
continuous wheelie. It will reset once your front wheel
touches the ground.
- Use the joystick to move your avatar inside Tom's head.
- Use the X button to jump and collect items. Each time you
collect a power-up you can sustain your wheelie for an
additional 10 seconds.
- The longer you sustain the wheelie the more Tom’s head
shakes and the harder it becomes to collect the power-ups.
How to Play Version 2.0 (2014):
- The goal is to score the most points before falling off of
the motorcycle.
- Use the joystick or keyboard and mouse to move your avatar
inside Tom’s head and perform motorcycle actions.
- You may score points in three ways:
a. Collect a heart inside of Tom’s head to receive 5 points
and heal your lifebar by 10 percent.
b. Ride the motorcycle without obstruction to collect a
gradual continuous point increase.
c. Ride while sustaining a wheelie to collect DOUBLE the
continuous points.
- You may toggle the camera view between motorcycle view and
zoomed view. You will be able to see your lifebar deplete and
hear a warning sound when you are taking damage on the road.
- Zoomed View: move around the platform inside of Tom’s head
to collect items. There are three different items you can
collect:
a. Hearts - receive points and heal Tom.
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b. Jets - allow you to jump over obstacles on the road.
c. Stallions - allow you to perform wheelies on the road.
- When you collect Jets and Stallions you will see the
icons of what you have collected hovering above Tom’s
head when in motorcycle view.
- Motorcycle View: when in motorcycle view you may:
a. Jump to avoid obstacles on the road which will use up
one Jet action.
b. Perform a wheelie to increase your score more
rapidly. This will use up one Stallion action.
- Taking Damage: Your lifebar will deplete when the
motorcycle collides with an object in the road.
Game Controls:
Action
Move
Jump in head
Motorcycle Jump
Motorcycle Wheelie
Camera toggle
Show/hide controls

Game controller
Left Analog stick
(A) or (2) Button
(Y) or (4) Button or R Bumper
(X) or (1) Button or L Bumper
L Trigger or R Trigger
Back or Select or start Button

Keyboard
a,d
w
Right MouseButton or SHIFT
Middle MouseButton or SPACE
q
ESC
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GOLDENSTERN
http://eddostern.com/works/goldenstern/

2014

Eddo Stern, Jon Haddock (thanks to David Mershon,
Alex Ricket)
ABOUT
Computer Game (MAC/PC)

Launched by the American TV channel HBO in 2011,
Game of Thrones is a fantasy drama television
series adapted from A Song of Ice and Fire, George
R. R. Martin's series of fantasy novels. Now at the
seventh season, Game of Thrones has attracted
record viewership and has a broad, active,
international fan base, thus influencing the
contemporary imaginary as a few works of pop
culture could claim. Based as it is on several plot
lines and plenty of characters, organized in
families and dynasties, finding orientation within
these complex family trees becomes one of the
pleasures of its experience.
Formerly known as House Stern Pachinko (in the
fashion of House Lannister and House Stark from
Game of Thrones), Goldenstern is a work applying a
fantasy overlay on the private life of the Stern
family, and using gaming and pop culture to deal
with the very intimate feelings related with having
a child; with family histories, genetic traits
(look at the noses) and cultural traditions.
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In this transfigured reality, the families of Eddo
Stern and his wife Jessica Hutchins struggle to
channel more and more money toward their son Jem
Stern, sitting at the base of their family tree.
The game works as a pachinko-pinball game played
amidst the Stern-Hutchins-Atlas-Lynch-Lannister
family trees. Included are portraits painted by Jon
Haddock of Helman Stern, Levia (Atlas) Stern, Eddo
Stern, Jonathan Hutchins, Mary (Lynch) Hutchins,
Jessica Hutchins, Jem Stern, Tywin Lannister and
Cersei Lannister. The gameplay involves guiding
gold coins towards Jem Stern using the heads and
noses of the older family members.
Together with Cruise Control (2013) and Still Life
with Putin (2014), Goldenstern is part of a series
of short-form computer games bound by
interpretations of portraiture in game form.
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How To Play
GOLDENSTERN
RULES (VERSION 1.0 2014):
- The goal is to catch the coins on Jem's nose located at the
base of the Stern-Hutchins family tree.
- The Grey Lannisters will bounce the coin.
- The Red Lannisters will absorb the coin and end the game.
RULES (VERSION 2.0 2016):
- The goal is to achieve the highest score before losing all
lives.
- You start with three lives represented by the coins on the top
right of the screen.
- You gain an extra life every 10,000 points.
- You can gain points in various ways:
- + 25 points for each time the coin touches a Lannister head.
- + 2000 points when a coin is trapped on Jem's nose located
at the base of the family tree.
- Multiball: an X2 point multiplayer is awarded during Multiball.
- All points scored during this mode are doubled.
- Multiball is activated after catching a coin on Jem’s nose
causing three balls to be launched.
- Multiball ends when there is only one coin left in play.
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CONTROLS:
- Use Left bumper or LEFT SHIFT KEY to control heads facing to
the right.
- Use Right bumper or RIGHT SHIFT KEY to control heads facing to
the left.
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STI LL LI FE
WI TH PUTI N

http://eddostern.com/works/still-life-with-putin/

2014

Eddo Stern, Cyril Kuhn (thanks to Peter Lu)
ABOUT
Computer Game (MAC/PC)

Developed in collaboration with painter Cyril
Kuhn, a friend since the times of the artist-run
cooperative C-Level, Still Life with Putin puts
the player in the Russian President's spinning
head. Using a gamepad, the player controls a
disembodied, giant head of Vladimir Putin moving
down a series of rooms inhabited by various
artifacts, including an AK 47, a dog, a shirtless
Putin, a bear, a horse, a lamb, a Lenin bust, a
chandelier, a contortionist, and other
presidential paraphernalia. Even if it’s tempting
to hit these objects, the mission of the game is
actually to avoid them by moving left and right
with the controller. If you hit any object, the
world explodes and the game restarts.
If you keep going, your forward speed increases
as you pass through each randomly generated room.
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After addressing celebrity culture (Cruise
Control) and family history (Goldenstern), Stern
portrays a contemporary, controversial politician
in a way that turns personality into a navigable
environment. Not just Putin’s head, but every
element inhabiting these Imperial-style halls, as
well as the gameplay contributes to the portrait.
The painterly quality of the game aesthetics
reveals the importance of Kuhn’s contribution in
this collaborative project. As he has written
about his work: “My images are inhabited by
figures and themes I’ve been obsessing over since
childhood […] My favorite threads are: Boxing,
victorian interiors, politicians and judges, cats
and cows, William Morris wallpaper, the Klitschko
brothers, busts of roman emperors, sail and war
ships, Swiss, Japanese and African masks.”[1]

[1]

Cf. www.cyrilkuhn.com
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How To Play
STI LL LI FE WI TH PUTI N
RULES:
- The goal is to move Putin through as many rooms as possible
without hitting any objects, doorways or walls.
- Each time you complete a room a new randomly generated room is
attached.
- Each room you pass through will increase the forward speed of
movement.
- If you hit any objects the world will explode and the game
will restart.
CONTROLS:
- Use Left bumper or LEFT SHIFT KEY to spin Putin to the left.
- Use Right bumper or RIGHT SHIFT KEY to spin Putin to the right.
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CRUMB LORD
http://eddostern.com/works/crumb-lord/

2015

Eddo Stern
ABOUT
Roleplaying Dinner Game, paper, flavorings, spices,
shrimp, octopus, beef, chicken, vegetables, gelatin,
food coloring, dice

Combining food culture and gaming, Crumb Lord is
a board game developed as a fully playable
communal dinner. Cooking and eating become a
central mechanic of play. Inspired by diverse
intersections with food culture, such as drinking
games, Molecular gastronomy, the Italian
Futurists’ dinners and the slow and DIY food
movements, Crumb Lord investigates ways in which
the rituals of food and gaming intertwine.
In the game, twelve to fourteen players have to
reach specific targets by playing six sided dice.
Targets are edible items made with mysterious
flavors and shapes. Each player is represented in
the game by a paper cup or a muffin wrapper,
containing an unknown flavor mixed with coloring
powder to prevent visual identification of flavors
by color. The “Crumb Lord” is a player in charge
of controlling the targets and other game
procedures - usually the person who cooked and
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prepared the edible game pieces. Thus, cooking is
a big part of what it means to prepare the game,
while tasting, eating and discovering flavors are
the main game mechanics.
Crumb Lord is relational aesthetics for your
living room, or a better snack for an activity
usually linked to junk food like chips and Cola.
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How To Play
CRUMB LORD
Game Components:
- Three silpac baking mats with cross-marks as the game board.
- A pair of 6 sided dice for each player.
- A paper cup or muffin wrapper for each player.
- Any number of edible targets with mysterious flavors and shapes.
- Assorted flavorings and coloring powders.
- One small spoon per player (for tasting Targets and Players).
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Game Set Up and Rules:
- The game is intended for 12 to 14 players.
- The “Crumb Lord” is a player in charge of controlling the
targets and other game procedures. Usually this is the person
who made the game or prepared the Targets and Player flavors.
- At the start of each game, 12 to 14 random Targets are
positioned at any of the crosspoints on the game board.
- Targets are various edible items (see section on Targets Below).
- Targets may only move up, down, left, or right from Crosspoint
to Crosspoint.
- Each Player is represented on the game-board by a paper
container (a muffin wrapper or a paper cup) which contains a
certain flavor. The flavor of each player is unknown at the
start of the game and is determined by the Crumb Lord pouring
one of 12 flavor powders into each player’s cup.
- Example Flavor powders: Sugar, Salt, White pepper, Monosodium
Glutamate, Citric Acid, Bitter Melon Powder, Cayenne pepper,
Tea, Cocoa, etc.
- Random colors of Food Coloring powder should be mixed into the
flavor powders to prevent visual identification of flavors by
color.
- Players start at the X positions just outside the board.
- Players move between squares on the board (no diagonal
movement) whereas Targets move along the crosspoints.
- All players take turns simultaneously.
- Each Player has two 6 sided dice.
- Last Player standing wins!
- Or, if all of the Targets are consumed there can be multiple
winners.
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Turn Actions:
- First players determine their action for this turn by turning
one of their 6 sided dice to a corresponding action (see Actions
list below to see what number corresponds to what action).
- Next they roll the second 6 sided die to resolve their chosen
action and determine if and how it was successful based on the
die roll (See Actions below for details on all of the possible
actions and die roll results for each).
Player Actions:
- At the start of each turn each player chooses one of the
Actions below by turning their first 6 sided die to the
corresponding number and then rolls their second 6 sided die
to resolve.
Action 1: MOVE
Roll results:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = success and the player may move one space
to an adjacent square.
Action 2: TASTE SELF
Roll results:
1 = FAIL!!! (see below in the Targets section).
2, 3, 4 = nothing.
5 = taste self (taste the contents of your paper cup).
6 = taste self and announce flavor to all.
Action 3: ANNOUNCE SELF
Roll Results:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = announce what flavor you are to the group.
Action 4: TASTE TARGET
Roll Results:
1 = FAIL!!! (see below in the Targets section).
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = Taste any adjacent target. This can either be
a player or a target.
Action 5: FLAVOR TARGET
Roll Results:
1 = FAIL!!! (see below in the Targets section).
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = You may either:
A) flavor any adjacent Target including Players.
B) flavor all Targets adjacent to the player.
C) flavor all Players.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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Action 6: CONSUME ADJACENT TARGET
Roll Results:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = you must eat the entire target adjacent to
you or you will lose the game.
Target Actions:
In case of any player action FAIL!!! each of the Targets perform
these actions in order of priority:
1. TARGET ATTACKS Adjacent player.
* Player must eat entire target!
* When target is eaten a new target is randomly spawned on the
board (placed by the Crumb Lord).
2. TARGET MOVES
* A random target moves in a random direction:
* The Crumb Lord selects which Target to move.
* Each player who Failed an action rolls one 6 sided die to
determine movement direction for one target:
1 = up, 2 = to the right, 3 = down, 4 = down, 5,6 = no
movement.
Target Types (Sample):
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TARGET #1
Color: ???
Flavor: ???
Name: GELATINOUS HALF-SPHERE
TARGET #2
Color: RED
Flavor: ???
Name: LIL RED
TARGET #3
Color: ???
Flavor: ???
Name: GLUTINOUS CUBE
TARGET #4
Color: Misc.
Flavor: Null
Name: GELATINOUS ALPHA CUBE
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VI ETNAM ROMANCE
http://eddostern.com/works/vietnam-romance-game/

2015 - Ongoing

Eddo Stern with Steven Amrhein, Nick Crockett, Jessica
Z. Hutchins, and Lucas Near-Verbrugghe (thanks to Garett
Johnson, Peter Lu, Miller Klitsner, Sam Klitsner,
Adeline Ducker, Heather Penn, Gregg Tavares, Stephen
Clark, Phil Scott, Thu Tran, Tamas Banovich, Tyler
Stefanich, Louis Pham, Sofia Staab-Gulbenkian)
ABOUT
Computer Game, Live Performance, Installation, playing
cards, puppets, props, food, wood, acrylic paint
Back in 2003, Eddo Stern created a 22 minute long video
titled Vietnam Romance, in which several memorable movie
scenes about the Vietnam war were restaged and screencaptured in different videogame environments. An early
machinima, it was described by film critic Ed Halter as
“a peculiarly American memory-trip, one in which the
legacy of a gruesome war has become indistinguishable
from pleasurable, if mythic-tragic, entertainments.” [1]
Ten years later, Stern went back to the same topics and
narratives, as the starting point for an ambitious,
articulated project, still in progress, taking various
forms including a linear computer game with around 50
hours of playtime, collectables, a card game, a live
performance, and a video installation.
Vietnam Romance recreates and interrogates the
fictionalized history of the Vietnam War and its
culturally commodified remains through a mash-up of
cultural artifacts drawn primarily from Hollywood film
culture as well as war literature, comic books, popular
music, collectable war memorabilia, and adventure
tourist packages. Conceptually, the project explores
how fictional narratives influence our memory and our
perception of history, and how the Vietnam war has been
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romanticized in American movies, and finally aestheticized
and commodified in contemporary tourist culture.
The main characters in the game are four war
memorabilia collectors, who win a trip to Vietnam
through the Mojave desert. Their trip develops through
various levels / acts (12 in the recent version), and
it takes place simultaneously through space and time
(the game allows you to move back and forth from 2015
to 1965). As John F. Sharp observed, “the most striking
thing about Vietnam Romance is its visual style, and
how it has created the play space. The graphics are all
hand-made watercolors mapped onto extruded shapes. This
generates a sense of depth with the overall effect of
watercolors affixed to black foam core arranged on flat
planes receding into the middle distance. The clearly
hand-made style [...] creates a striking play
experience that feels less like a videogame than a
playable diorama.” [2] Designed with custom software that
allows to match watercolors with a 3D environment without
losing their peculiar aesthetics, this “playable diorama”
is, at the same time, enjoyable as a self-playing narrative
and a game that requires a skillful gamer to be played.
As Martha Schwendener, who reviewed it for the New York
Times, notes: “The perversion of a protracted,
unpopular war transformed into mass entertainment is
summed up in Mr. Stern’s tagline for this work: ‘If you
hated the War but liked the Movies, you’ll love this
Game!’ In terms of our current moment, drone attacks by
the United States have been compared to waging war via
PlayStation. Mr. Stern’s work might be a cautionary tale
of what happens when the lag time between war and gaming
technology is virtually erased.” [3]
[1]

[2]

Ed Halter, “Worlds within Worlds:
Eddo Stern’s Mind–Body Games”, in
Eddo Stern: Flamewar, exhibition
catalogue, Haifa Museum of Art,
Israel, 2009.
John F. Sharp, “Rendering
Meaning: On the Intersections of
Visual Style, Interactivity and
Gameplay”, in Hey. I’m John,
February 20, 2016, online at
www.heyimjohn.com/rendering-meaning.

[3]

Martha Schwendener, “Review:
Eddo Stern’s ‘Vietnam Romance’
Is Art You Can Watch or Play”,
in New York Times, June 16,
2015, online at
www.nytimes.com/2015/06/19/art
s/design/review-eddo-sternsvietnam-romance-is-art-you-can
-watch-or-play.html.
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How To Play
VI ETNAM ROMANCE
PART 1: OVERVIEW AND COMPUTER INTERFACE IN-GAME TUTORIAL
Main controls Overlay + Pause Menu
- Press <menu start key> to show the controls and pause the game.
- From the pause screen you can restart the current scene, or
exit to the scene select menu.
- Press <menu start key> to hide the game controls menu and
resume.
Scene objective popups
- Notice the popup window showing the Cigarette Card on the top
right. This top right popup will always display the current
objectives for each scene.
- Notice the computer mouse card flashing on the bottom left of
the screen, this is a hint suggesting that a certain card
should be used.
Inventory and card usage + buying an Item
- Press <hand open key> to open your hand to see what cards you
currently have.
- The cards in your hand represent the items in your inventory.
- Some cards are consumed when used and some are not.
- You may carry up to 10 copies of each item.
- Ace cards represent one-of-a-kind items and are not consumable.
- Press <hand cycle left key> and <hand cycle right key> to
select the computer mouse card from your hand.
- The mouse is used to interact with computer screens.
Examining Items in your inventory
- At any time you can examine your credit card to see how much
credit you have available.
- Press <hand cycle left key> and <hand cycle right key> to
select the credit card.
- You may also examine your watch to see the current time,
- and your cellphone to view if you have any text messages.
Selling an Item
- You can sell items on your own eBay page.
- Use <overlay navigation stick> to navigate the mouse to the
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-

“My Store” button.
Use the mouse card to click the “Sell” button.
You can sell multiple items at a time.
It will take some time for a buyer to purchase your item.
Notice that a popup appears each time an item is sold.
Buyers may continue to purchase items while you aren’t at the
computer.

Email Access
- You can use the email app to check you email.
- Notice the popup indicating that you have a new email message.
- Use <overlay navigation stick> to navigate the mouse to the
“Email” button.
- Press <card use key> to use the mouse to access your Email.
PART 2: VEHICLE AND ROADSIDE INTERACTIONS IN-GAME TUTORIAL
Using the ignition key/Hints
- Notice the station wagon ignition card flashing on the bottom
left.
- This is a hint suggesting that a certain card should be used.
- Press <hand open key> to open your hand to see what cards you
currently have.
- The cards in your hand represent the items in your inventory.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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- Press <hand cycle left key> and <hand cycle right key> to
select the station wagon key.
- Press <card use key> to use the key to start the car.
Vehicle Overlay Toggle
- Press <toggle overlay> to show the status of your vehicle.
- Notice the indicators for engine temperature level, turbo fuel
level, and ignition status.
- You will use a variety of vehicles, each will have different
status elements.
- You may view the vehicle status at any time.
- Press <toggle overlay> again to hide the vehicle status
overlay.
Driving, Honking, Breaking
- Use the <car steering joystick or keys> to drive the car onto
the road.
- Your car has a horn.
- Honking may cause other drivers to speed up.
- Press <honk> to honk.
- You may use the brakes to quickly stop your car.
- Press <brake> to try it out.
Turbo use, Refueling
- Your vehicle has a turbocharger.
- Using it allows you to drive faster than normal, but causes
your engine to overheat.
- You will need turbo fuel to use your turbocharger.
- Press and hold <accel> button while driving to use the
turbocharger.
- If you keep turbocharging, eventually the engine will overheat.
- You won’t be able to drive your vehicle while it’s overheated.
- Keep the button pressed until you see smoke, indicating that
the engine overheated.
Overheating, Cooling down
- You can wait for the engine to slowly cool down on its own.
- Or, you may use certain liquids to quickly cool it down.
- Let’s cool down the engine by using some water.
- Cycle your hand to select the water can.
- Press <card use key> to use the water can to cool down your
engine.
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Points of interest and off-roading
- Sometimes, popups will alert you to points-of-interest in your
vicinity.
- Let’s find a gas station and stock up on turbo fuel.
- Continue driving until you see the gas station popup.
- Notice the popup window showing the gas station.
- You can use items to interact with some points-of-interest.
- Interaction will require a specific item, which you may need to
acquire.
- Drive the car until you see the gas station.
- Drive up to the gas station until you see the yellow overlay text.
- Use your credit card to buy a can of Turbo Fuel.
- Buy more turbo gas until you have ten cans.
Driving Controls
- Press <select> to show the pause menu and review the driving
controls.
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PART 3: COMBAT INTERACTIONS IN-GAME TUTORIAL
APC vehicle example
- Certain scenes in Vietnam Romance involve combat in an Armored
Personnel Carrier. This tutorial will explain the elements of
APC combat.
- The M113 APC was first fielded by the United States Army's
mechanized infantry units in Vietnam in April 1962.
- Use the ignition key to turn on the APC.
- Driving the APC is similar to driving other vehicles but it
will only drive forward and in reverse along the main road.
- The APC, like other vehicles has a turbocharger, a brake, and a horn.
Ramming
- You can use the APC to crush most obstacles in your path.
- Drive into the balloon to destroy it.
Machine gun use and overheat
- The APC has a front mounted 0.5mm machine gun.
- You will need ammunition in your inventory to use the gun.
- Use the <right trigger> to fire.
- Notice that the machine gun will heat up when used. You can cool
it down with liquids or wait for it to cool down on its own.
- If the gun overheats completely, you will need to wait 5
seconds for it cool off before you can use it again.
Destroying a barricade
- Use the machine gun fire to destroy the balloon.
- You can aim the gun while firing.
- Hold down <right trigger> and use <right joystick> to aim the
gun as you fire.
- Notice that the balloon has a “life bar” indicating its
structural integrity.
Grenade use
- You can throw grenades from the APC.
- Use your grenades to destroy the balloons.
- Press, hold and release <right bumper> to throw a grenade.
Rear weapon
- The APC has various rear-mounted weapons but only one can be
active at a time.
- You will need special cards to activate these weapons.
60mm Mortar
- To activate the 60mm mortar, use any type of mortar shell in
your inventory.
HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
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- Select and use the Mortar Shell card from your hand to arm the
Mortar.
- Use the mortar to destroy the balloons off in the distance.
- Hold down <left trigger> and use <right joystick> to aim the
mortar, then release <left trigger> to fire.
Other rear weapons
- During the game you will receive additional rear weapons for
the APC.
- You may need to acquire special cards to install and arm these
weapons.
Looting
- At various moments during combat you will be able to loot
items from fallen foes and stashes.
- Notice the cluster of cards that appeared when the balloons
were destroyed.
- Drive ahead and roll over the card cluster to collect the loot.
- Some loot can be used, and all loot can be sold for profit.
Life bars, and damage taken
- You will be touring Vietnam as a group of four.
- Press <toggle overlay button> to show the name and health of
each member of your group.
- Red life bars indicate injured members.
- Skull icons indicate that a group member is dying.
- Members of the group may be injured or killed during dangerous
activities.
- If all of the group members are killed in a scene, the scene
will reload.
- You can heal or revive your group by using certain items such
as bandages and meds.
- Cycle your hand to select and use the Bandage Card.
- Use <right stick> to select which character you wish to heal.
- Use <use> to heal them with the bandage.
- To revive a dying character you must apply meds with a syringe.
- Cycle your hand to select and use the Meds card.
- Use <right stick> to select the dying character.
- Press <use card> to revive them with the meds.
- During Combat each of the members of your group is responsible
for a different weapon.
- Only living characters may use weapons.
Combat Controls
- Press <select> to show the pause menu and review the combat
controls.
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1000 PLATEAUS
http://eddostern.com/works/1000-plateaus/

2016

Eddo Stern
ABOUT
Wood, Acrylic Paint, Tape, Coins

1000 Plateaus is a playable installation
originally made for an exhibition at Dundee
Contemporary Arts (DCA) in Dundee, Scotland. It
consists of a round platform where eight, larger
size painted reproductions of Scottish coins are
placed, from one pence to two pounds. Each
painted coin has a hole in it; the holes decrease
in size as the value of the currency increases.
Visitors can test their skills by flipping real
coins into the holes in the eight painted coins.
Throwing coins into fountains is a well known,
wishing well practice; and games consisting in
hitting a target are commonplace in fairgrounds
and carnivals. But the installation also plays
with the institutional context for which it has
been conceived, and responds to the geopolitical
context and historical moment. On the one hand,
the game activates a potentially functional
practice of institutional crowd funding, by
inviting people to invest their own money in the
game - money that is later donated to the
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exhibition venue. On the other hand, the
installation references Brexit, the United
Kingdom's planned withdrawal from the European
Union that could potentially compromise the unity
of the UK itself, as a manifestation of the
schizophrenia of western capitalism described in
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari philosophy
classic, A Thousand Plateaus (1980).
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How To Play
1000 PLATEAUS
How to Play:
- Players can test their skills by flipping Scottish coins into
the holes in the eight painted coins (1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p,
50p, £1 and £2).
- Players may use their own coins or if available use coins
provided by the venue available in the small plastic cup.
- The holes decrease in size as the value of the currency
increases.
- At the end of each day the coins in the plastic cup are
replenished.
- All coins remaining on the painted coins are donated to the
exhibition venue.
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HOW TO PLAY EDDO STERN
Artist and game designer, Eddo Stern
explores the uneasy and otherwise
unconscious connections between physical
existence and electronic simulation,
surrounding the subject matters of
violence, memory and identification.
A game manual, a catalogue, a making of and
an archive, How to Play Eddo Stern revolves
around a selected body of works developed
with different media that can be understood
as “games”. Featuring an essay by Matteo
Bittanti, the book is a deep dive into the
massive amount of small bits and pieces
that make up the folders of Stern’s game
projects: 3D models, texture maps and
atlases, backdrops, animation frame
sequences, code snippets, circuit diagrams,
as well as emails, design documents,
meeting notes, and installation diagrams.
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